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ABSTRACT

An experimental apparatus was designed and built to study
the film cooling effectiveness from a single row of holes at
various angles and hole spacings, using a foreign gas technique.
Mixtures of Freon 12 and air were injected into an air main-
stream to give a range of density ratios encompassing the values
found in a gas turbine.

The density ratio was found to be of importance and none of
the commonly used parameters - e.g. blowing parameters - can be
used to scale results, unless the density ratio is correctly
modelled.

The boundary layer thickness was varied independently of
other parameters, and an increase in thickness was found to
decrease the effectiveness, for normal and angled injection geom-
etrie~ for 20 hole diameters downstream. Favourable and adverse
pressure gradients over the injection holes were tested and
found to have little effect on the film cooling effectiveness.

Changing the hole spacing produced considerable variations,
with the smallest hole spacing giving the best performance in
all respects. A hole spacing of greater than 3.75 diameters was
found to be the maximum to give overall coverage above 0.10
effectiveness.

The injection angle was also investigated and for low blow-
ing rates the shallow angles gave the best results; but at high
blowing rates, i.e. greater than 1.4, no~mal injection gave the
best performance as the shallow angles rapidly became detached
from the surface with increasing velocity ratio. The normal
injection ~as also superior in terms of lateral distribution of
coolant at all values of blowing rate.

A correlation was proposed that included the density and
velocity ratios and hole spacing for normal injection and, in a
modHied form, for ~ngled injection at 3 diameter spacings.
This was found to work well for the experimental results
obtained here and by other researchers.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

This Chapter introduces the subject of film cooling and

explains the need for film cooling research. It also intro-

duces the problems associated with such research.

==========

7,. 7, The Gas Turbine

An aircraft powerplant should, ideally, have a'high

power to weight ratio, be reliable, have a low level of

mechanical vibration and be economical at high speeds. The

gas turbine satisfies all these demands except, perhaps, the
last one, but it offers speeds in excess of all means of

propulsion other than rocket propulsion and, because of this,

aircraft and gas turbines have developed rapidly in the last

thirty years.

A sectional view of a gas. turbine engine is shown in

fig •.1.1. Air is drawn into the engine and compressed by a

rotating compressor, after which it passes to a combustion

chamber where fuel is added and the mixture burns with a

continuous flame. The hot exhaust products pass through the

turbine, driving it round, before passing out of the engine

via a nozzle. The compressor is driven by the turbine via

one or more shafts.

From this simplified picture, and from the graphs at the

foot of fig.l.l, it will be clear that the turbine operates in
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/

a hostile environment composed of combustion products at high

temperatures and pressures.

To achieve the high power to weight ratio, a gas turbine

has to have high component efficiencies, including a high

turbine efficiency, and efforts are always being made to raise

them yet higher. The isentropic efficiency of a turbine can

be increased by raising the temperature drop across the tur-

bine. This in turn can be achieved by raising the turbine

entry temperature. The result of this has been a steady rise

in turbine entry temperatures, as shown in fig 1.2. Initially,

'the rise in temperature was met by improved materials, but in

the 1950's, the cooled blades came into operation and improve-

ments in blade cooling techniques permitted a more rapid rise

of turbine entry temperatures.

t.2 Turbine BLade Cooting

Three basic methods are ~sed in current engines to cool

the turbine blades and the static vanes. These are:-

(i) convection cooling

(ii) impingement cooling

(iii) film cooling.

Fig 1.3 shows a cross section of an hypothetical blade. The

cooling air which is taken from the high pressure end of the

compressor is fed into internal passages within the blade via

the blade root. The air cools the blade by convection as it

passes along the passages, which are often elliptical in
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shape to increase the surface area, and may have turbulence-

promoting projections inside to increase the heat transfer.

In some cases this passage contains an insert which has holes

in it to permit jets of coolant to impinge on the inside of

the blade wall, again increasing the heat transfer rate.

Additional use of the cooling air can be made by allowing

some of the air to pass through the surface of the blade, thus

forming on the outside a layer of coolant protecting the blade

surface from the hot mainstream. The latter technique is

called film cooling.

This work is concerned only with film cooling, although

it must be stated that the optimum cooling system utilises film

cooling and convection cooling, as outlined by Colladay (1.1).

L.S FiLm CooLing

There are several ways in which the coolant can be

brought to the surface of a blade for film cooling. Fig 1.4a

shows a slot arrangement which is used in some applications,

and fig l.4b a similar system using a rearward facing step.

Fig 1.4c shows an arrangement using a porous surface, a method

known as transpiration cooling.

All three methods are at present unsatisfactory for use

in turbine blades, due to the very high levels of stress pro-

duced by the high rotational speeds and the clogging of any

porous surfaces with dirt. However, the transpired turbine _
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mainstream
>-
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(d) Discrete
holes

Fiq.L.4 Film cooling configurations
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blade does hold possibilities for the future and offers a very

high degree of protection (1.2).

This leaves film cooling via discrete holes, fig 1.4d.

Either single or mUltiple row or full coverage film cooling

is possible, but this work only considers film cooling from a

single row of discrete holes.

In film cooling a heat transfer coefficient, h, is

usually defined such that

.q = h (Tw - Taw)

where Tw is the local wall temperature and Taw the wall temper-

ature if there were no conduction through, or along, the walls,

that is, an adiabatic wall temperature.

With no film Taw would be equal to the freestream temp-

erature for low speed flow, or the recovery temperature in a

high speed flow. As the heat transfer coefficient is not

usually very different with or'without film cooling (although

opinions do differ as Chapter 2 shows), the determination of

the adiabatic wall temperature is most important.

A dimensionless adiabatic wall temperature, n, is usually

used, which is defined as

n =
Taw - T
Tj - Tm

for low speed flows and is commonly .termed the "film cooling

effectiveness". Thus, if n is known, the heat transfer rate
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to the blade, and hence the blade metal temperatures, can be

calculated.

As the fatigue and creep life of a blade falls rapidly

with increasing blade temperature, the designer needs to know

the bulk blade temperatures to within a few degrees. This

means that he also needs to know the film cooling effectiveness

with considerable accuracy, say to within 0.03.

Z.4 FiZm CooZing Parameters

Fig.1.S lists those parameters which might be expected to

have an effect on the film cooling effectiveness. They are

divided into geometric parameters, which are concerned with the

physical geometry of the blade and cooling holes, and flow para-

meters which describe the flow of both the mainstream and

injectant, generally in non-dimensional terms.

In Table 1.1 are presented typical values found in gas

turbines for the parameters of,fig.1.S and other parameters.

The correct modelling of all these parameters in a theor-

e ticaL's tudy, or the reproduction of fhe values in Table 1.1 in

an experimental programme without actually using a gas turbine

(which uo'.!ldbe a slow and costly process), or the scaling of

the parame,ters, presents a real problem for a researcher in

this field.

The following chapters explain how the problem was

approached in the current research, and present the results

and conclusions obtained.
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GEOMETRIC: Hole diameter, D

Hole spacing, S

Hole inclination, S

Surface Curvature, R

FLOW: Density ratio, p. /p
J 00

Pressure

ratio, U./U
J 00

gradient, 6.p/X

Velocity

Boundary layer, 6,6*/D,e
Blowing parameter, M = p.U./p UJ J 00 0>

Turbulence intensity.

Fig.L.5 Parameters influencing the performance of a
single row of holes and the co-ordinate system
used in the present work.
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Temperature (K)

Pressure (bar)

Reynolds Number

Mass flux ratio

Densi ty i:'.atio

Turbulence intensity

Boundary layer dis-
placement thickness (m)

Mainstream

Injection hole diameter (m)

Hole spacing

Number of rows

1500

0.1 to 2

1 to 2

8%

Variable

Injectant

700 - 1000

20

1 to 3 x 104

to

-30.25 x 10 to -30.75 x 10

2.5 diameters minimum

TABLE 1.1 Typical parameters for a film cooled Turbine Blade
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CHAPTER 2· LITERATURE SURVEY

This chapter reviews previously published works on film

cooling which are relevant to the present study, and shows the

need for the current work.

==========

2. L GeneraL

A great deal of research has been done into film cooling

during the last fifteen years; mostly, however, this effort

has been concentrated on film cooling via slots and rearward

facing steps and, to a lesser extent, on ~ranspiration cooling.

In comparison with this, there is relatively little data on

film cooling with discrete hole injection, and even less in the

way of a theoretical approach to the problem.

Unless it serves to illustrate a particular point, this

survey ignores the large volume of work in which two-dimensional

injection geometry is used, as a good survey of such work was

publisbed in 1971 by Goldstein (2.1) and a further survey by

Smith (2.2) in 1974.

Table 2.1 presents a synopsis of the current survey and

includes those parameters which the author feels to be of

importance. The table will be referred to throughout the sur-

vey, which deals primarily with injection via a row of holes.
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2.2 Experimental, Techniques

Basically, two different techniques have been used to

measure film cooling effectiveness: either a temperature

measurement technique using a heated injectant or mainstream,

or a foreign gas technique, involving the measurement of the

concentration of the injectant, or some constituent of the

injectant. A discussion of the relative merits of these

methods is included in Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Temperature Measurement

R. J. Goldstein et al in a series of experiments (2.3,

2.4, 2.5, 2.6) have used the temperature technique to

provide data on film cooling effectiveness, with a low

speed wind tunnel and thermocouples to measure the

adiabatic wall temperatures. Metzger et al (2.7, 2.8,

2.9) have also used a low speed wind tunnel to provide

effectiveness data, which they obtain via the heat

transfer coefficient. They had two wind tunnels - one,

of rather small cross section, measuring 2" x 0.5";

the other, more realistically, measuring 16" x 6".

Lander and Fish (2.10) used a combustion chamber to

provide a hot mainstream for a cascade of blades, where

they measured the effectiveness on a blade unde r steady

state conditions. Liess et al (2.11, 2.12) have also

carried out tests to provide data at higher Mach numbers

using the temperature technique.

Jones and Schultz (2.13) and Smith (2.2) employed a
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shock tunnel to provide the high speed, high pressure and

temperature mainstream to approximate to the conditions in

a gas turbine. Here, of course, the flow was of short

duration and they used thin film heat transfer gauges to

measure the heat transfer rates from which the film cooling

effectiveness was deduced.

Finally, the temperature method was used by Nicolas

and Le Meur (2.14), but they also did some concentration

measurements to compare with their 'temperature' results

and found good agreement between the two methods.

Most of these experimenters have also measured the ratio

of the heat transfer coefficients with and without secondary

flow. All, except Goldstein et al who used a steady state

system, used a method which relied upon the measuring of the

transient heating or cooling response of a test surface,

from which the heat transfer coefficient could be calculated.

2.2.2 Concentration Measurement

Fewer experimenters have used the foreign gas technique.

Rastogi and Whitelaw (2.16) used air, with helium as a

tracer gas, as the injectant and also mixtures of Freon 12

and air in a series of wind tunnel tests in 1972.

Freon 12 and air with a helium tracer were, also injected

into a wind tunnel mainstream by le Brocq et al (2.17) and

by Launder et al (2.18), the latter using carbon dioxide as a
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third injectant. The density of Freon 12 is 4.26 times

the density of air, while carbon dioxide density is

1.54 times that of air.

2.3 Injectant to Mainstream Density Ratio

Table 2.1 shows that the effect of the density ratio has

received little attention, although several workers have

studied a small number of differing density ratios. Rastogi

and Whitelaw (2.16) used a rearward facing step with circular

holes in it, through which they injected foreign gases. They

found that the effect of the density and velocity ratio was

complex, although their results showed similarities with

previous work involving two-dimensional injection geometries.

Le Brocq, Launder and Priddin (2.17) found a significant

improvement in the film cooling effectiveness with multiple

row cooling when Freon 12 was injected, compared with the

results obtained using air at the same blowing parameter.

They noted that the jets of Freon 12 tended to remain closer

to the surface and not become detached as did the air jets.

They suggested that this was due to the lower injection

velocities with the Freon 12 at the same blowing rates.

Launder and York (2.18) continued this work by injecting

carbon dioxide as well as the air and Freon 12 of the previous

experimenters. They found that the carbon dioxide results lay

between the other two, as might be expected. They suggested

that the maximum concentration of coolant for the three inject-

ants occurred at the same velocity ratio and, therefore, that
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the density ratio had little effect. In fact, this was true for

the results presented for eight diameters behind the 6th row of

holes, but not behind the first row. Furthermore, there is no

evidence that it would be true, either closer to the hole or

further downstream, or for a different injection angle.

The increase in effectiveness due to using dense Freon 12

was also noticed by Goldstein et a1 (2.6), who compared results

obtained with heated Freon 12 and those with heated air at the

same blowing parameter. They found an improvement in the

collapse of their data if they plotted effectiveness against the

momentum parameter, rather than the blowing parameter, for a

downstream distance of 6.7 diameters. Again there is no infor-

mation for other distances downstream from the injection point.

Table 2.1 shows that many experimenters (including

Goldstein et a1, Metzger et a1, and Liess et a1) have worked with

density ratios of less than unity; these are not typical of a

gas turbine blade cooling situation. They have then generally

used the blowing parameter as the basis of comparison for their

results. As the trajectory of a jet in a cross flow is more

likely to be a function of the jet's momentum, (as is suggested

by Abramovich, 2.19), the momentum parameter would seem to be a

better correlating parameter - as Goldstein et a1 (2.6) suggest.

However, as a perfect collapse of the data is not achieved, the

true relationship between effectiveness, velocity and density
ratios must be more complex.
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The correct order of density ratio was used by S.S. Papp-

ell (2.20), one of the earliest researchers into discrete hole

film cooling. He considered only two or four rows of holes,

which he found to be inferior in their film cooling performance

to the slots which he tested.

Jones and Schultz (2.13), who presented data for one and

two rows of holes, also used a representative density ratio.

They noted the effect of "lift-off" as the jets - especially l.n

the single row tests - became detached from the test surface as

the blowing rate was increased.

Smith (2.2), also using the shock tunnel, found that his

results - like those of Goldstein et al - correlated better

against the momentum parameter than the blowing parameter.

However, there is a great deal of scatter around the mean lines

drawn through Smith's data, and the mean lines show no tendency

to predict the fall in effectiveness with "lift off" close to
othe injection holes for 90 injection.

2.4 The Boundary Layer DispLacement Thickness

As can be seen from Table 2.1, only two workers have

considered the effect of the boundary layer thickness: Goldstein

et a1 (2.4, 2.15) and Liess (2.12). In general, they found that

an increase in the boundary layer displacement thickness tended

to reduce the effectiveness, this being most marked close to the
injection holes, and at low blowing parameters.

The effect is explained by suggesting that, with a thinner
boundary layer, the jets traverse a shorter distance of low
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momentum flow before being deflected. Liess' results show a

much greater variation in effectiveness with boundary layer

displacement thickness, than do those of Goldstein et al; also

they show the effect to extend over a distance of 50 diameters

downstream. Goldstein et al show the effect to have almost

disappeared on the centreline within 30 diameters.

Fig.2.la shows the results from fig.19 of ref (2.12).

If the curve for the blowing rate of 0.33 is extrapolated from

X/D = 13 to X/D = 10, a value of effectiveness is obtained of

0.19. Plotting this on Liess' curve of effectivepessvs boundary

layer displacement thickness, fig.2.lb, one finds that this

point lies well above the mean line. Also, Liess shows a sharp

decrease in effectiveness between O*/D =~2 andO.3 of nearly 30%.

These discrepancies highlight the fact that both Goldstein

et al and Liess vary the ratio of the boundary layer displacement

thickness to hole diameter, by using different hole sizes, and

by varying the mainstream velocity - the latter having the effect

of altering both the boundary layer thickness and the Reynolds

number.

In one case Goldstein et al varied the boundary layer

thickness directly, by moving the boundary layer trip wire.

However, the overall result is that it is impossible to determine

the extent of the effectiveness variation, which is due to the

change in boundary layer thickness alone.
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2.5 The Pressure Gradient

As Table 2.1 shows, Liess (2.12) is also one of the three

researchers to consider the effect of pressure gradients on

film cooling; the others are Nicolas and Le Meur (2.14) and

Launder and York (2.18). Lander and Fish (2.10) have measured

the film cooling effectiveness in the presence of pressure

gradients, but have no results without the pressure gradients

to compare these with.

Liess found that a contour placed in the roof of the

working section of his wind tunnel, giving a favourable pres-

sure gradient, produced a fall in effectiveness far downstr~am

of the injection holes. Liess suggests that this was probably

due to increased mixing, but it is difficult to make any

quantitative statement, as the pressure gradients only extended

between 0 and 15 and 0 and 25 diameters downstream.

These results are at variance with those of Launder and

York, who used a flat, angled plate in the roof of their working

section which, they found, improved the effectiveness behind

the first row of holes in their multiple row injection plate by

25%. The experimenters point out that the blowing rate will

vary down the injection plate, due to the change in static

pressure along it. This had been partly eliminated by increas-

ing the pressure drop through the delivery system, but any

variation would result in lower blowing rates from the first

rowand, thus, a higher effectiveness.

The angled plate employed by the experimenters stretched

from some considerable distance upstream of the injection holes
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to over 40 diameters downstream. This must therefore have

produced varying boundary layer thicknesses over the first row

of holes, depending upon the level of mainstream acceleration

which would, in turn, have produced variations in effectiveness

- regardless of the pressure gradient.

Nicolas and Le Meur (2.14) conducted a series of experi-

ments in which they used both curved and straight ducts, with

and without contours, to produce the pressure gradients. They

found that a negative pressure gradient on a flat plate tended

to maintain the cooling film further downstream, and that

cooling via holes with the pressure gradient was as good as

cooling via a slot.

When comparing a cpncave surface with a constant pressure

flat plate, the authors found an improvement of up to 60% at a

blowing rate of unity. Improvements over the flat plate

situation were also noticed on the convex side of the working

section, but they were not so marked. No values for the bound-

ary layer thicknesses were given, so again it is difficult to

ascribe the variations to any particular effect.

Hartnett et a1 (2.21), in tests on a slot arrangement,

found little difference between the levels of effectiveness

produced by favourable pressure gradients starting at the point

of injection, and those produced without a pressure gradient.

There, the boundary layer displacement thickness was similar

for all cases considered. Zakkay et al (2.22) suggested that

an adverse pressure gradient should improve the film cooling
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effectiveness at high Mach numbers with sonic tangential

injection.

2.6 Injection Geometry

A glance at Table 2.1 shows that remarkably few research-

ers have considered injection from a row of holes normal to the

mainstream; also, that where comparisons between different

angles of injection have been made, they usually include no

more than two angles. In general, the lower the angle of

injection, the higher the effectiveness (2.2).

The results of Rastogi and Whitelaw (2.16), obtained

using a three-dimensional wall jet, may almost be regarded as

the limiting case as the angle of injection decreases to zero.

They also scaled the dimensions of one configuration by a

factor of 6.25, repeated the test, and found that the results

were sensibly the same.

Goldstein et a1 (2.6) considered angled injection - both

through long injection tubes, giving fully developed velocity

profiles, and short injection holes about three diameters long.

Very little difference was found between the two arrangements.

Further tests were conducted using a row of shaped holes

which were circular in cross section at inlet, but widened out
oh·at an angle of 10 near t e eX1t. The effect of these holes

was to increase the effectiveness by a factor of three, at a

distance of 2.5 diameters from the injection holes and at a

blowing rate of 2. Flow visualisation tests showed that the
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jets from the shaped holes tended to remain closer to the

surface than those from the cylindrical holes, giving this huge

rise in effectiveness. Higher values of lateral effectiveness

were also noted when the shaped holes were used.

The results from this research are discussed more fully

in Chapter 9 of the current work, but it is noticeable that the

results shown spanning three holes are considerably different

for each hole: e.g. for the cylindrical holes, the peak value

for one hole is 0.69 at a distance of 2.7 diameters downstream,

while for the neighbouring hole the equivalent figure is 0.53.

Even at large distances from the injection position, the results

are not two-dimensional, nor do the peaks correspond to the

hole centrelines.

The results presented by Goldstein et alan the shaped

holes have been largely confirmed by Smith (2.2).

In an early paper (2.4), Goldstein et al also considered
o 150 h f .. .holes at 35 and to t e sur ace, ~nJect~ng normally to the

flow - that is, in a lateral direction. This, they found, had

the effect of giving greater lateral protection, but lower peak

values of effectiveness for low blowing rates. As the blowing

rate was increased, the laterally injected jet did not tend to

become detached from the surface, thus giving a higher peak

effectiveness than a hole at 350 with the flow.

Hole spacing has been investigated by only two groups of

researchers in the film cooling field: Liess and Camel (2.11),

and Metzger et al (2.8, 2.9). The latter considered hole
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spacings of 1.55 and 1.71, both of which are far too small to

be used in turbine blades, but are used later to compare with

data from the current work.

Liess, on the other hand, considered three spacings -

2.22, 3.33 and 4 diameters. Surprisingly, although the small-

est hole spacing was found to give the highest effectiveness

close to the holes (x/n = US), from 3 diameters to 25 diameters

the 3.33 spacing was superior on the centreline, suggesting

some interaction between the jets, perhaps.

Unfortunately, there is no other data with which this can

be compared, except the statement by Le Brocq et a1 (2.17),

that a hole and row spacing of two diameters with multiple row

cooling gave values of effectiveness close to those obtained

using a sintered injection plate. They then tested a spacing

of 8 diameters and recommended a maximum of 5; this was later

reduced to three diameters by Launder and York (2.18) "if hot

spots were to be avoided".

Ster1and & Hollingsworth (2.23) varied the hole spacing

ft-om Oto 6 diameters at high blowing rates (M> 4.5). They

fourid that at close hole spacings there were regions of

recirculating flow behind the holes, which disappeared when the

hole spacing increased to 4 diameters.

2.7 Heat TPansfer Coefficients

The measurement of the heat transfer coefficient is

outside the scope of the current work, but a study of the
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results of those experimenters who have taken such measure-

ments does show certain discrepancies, which may reflect on

the effectiveness measurements taken by the same researchers.

Table 2.1 therefore includes heat transfer coefficient

measurements.

Quite simply, the transient temperature techniques used

by Metzger et al (2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.24), Liess (2.12) and

Lander and Fish (2.10), produced ratios of heat transfer,

with and without cooling, that were always greater than unity,

rising in some instances to 1.6. Meanwhile, the steady state

technique of Eriksen et al (2.15) gave results which were

often below unity.

Eriksen et al throw doubt on the results obtained by

Metzger et al with the 2" x 0.5" cross section wind tunnel,

although the latter claim to achieve similar results with a

larger apparatus. The results of Metzger et al do suffer

from being averaged in the streamwise as well as the spanwise

direction. Lander and Fish's results had the remarkable

feature that, as the blowing rate was increased, the ratio of

heat transfer coefficients decreased, this being the opposite

to the observation of all the other experimenters.

2.8 Theoretical- Model-s and Corretations

At the present, there is a great need for a full theor-

etical approach to the discrete hole film cooling problem, but

there has been very little published on the subject. There

have been several studies on jet deflection by a mainstream,
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and Ramsey et al (2.25) give a good review of these works.

These studies tend, if they use integral methods, to consider

average values. For discrete hole cooling, the few experimental

results presented above the surface do not indicate that the

trajectory methods are likely to succeed. The future must lie

with the numerical computational techniques of finite elements

and finite difference, and progress is being made in this

direction by Spalding and Patankar (2.26).

Several researchers on slot cooling proposed a boundary

layer type, bulk mixing model. This was used by Jones and

Schultz (2.13) and Smith (2.2), when they used the parameter X
and an equivalent slot height SI

where xX = _ (Rej
MSt llco

-ti· 25
)

and

The agreement was not good except for multiple rows of holes,

low angles'of injection and shaped holes. Obviously, the model

cannot deal with the "lift off" situation, and tends to over-

predict the effectiveness close to the holes.

However, the model is designed for two-dimensional flows,

and fue fact that there is any agreement is perhaps surprising •

.Smith also attempted a correlation on his two dimensional data

using an entrainment principle, and found that this worked well

~or slots, but again it failed to cope with the fully three-

dimensional effect of hole injection.
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Kelly (2.27) has recently proposed a modification to the

bulk m~x~ng type model, where he uses an equivalent slot

height S2' where:

He then used the two-dimensional model to give a streamwise

distribution and averaged the results in a spanwise direction.

This he called the zero spanwise mixing model. The predic-

tions of effectiveness were better than those from the earlier

method, as the effectiveness at the edge of the injection

holes was now less than unity; but there is no more physical

justification for this model than for the equivalent slot

model, and the improvement it offers is possibly due to good

fortune.

Finally, a three-dimensional model has been suggested by

Eriksen et al (2.28), who used two models based on heat sinks

- or sources if a heated jet is used. One method used a

point source positioned above each hole and the other a line

source. The success of the models depended upon the choice of

the height of the sources above the test surface, and the

empirical evaluation of a turbulent diffusivity from experi-

mental data.

They found that the point source gave good agreement on

the centreline up to a blowing rate of 0.5, but was rather poor

for the lateral values. This was largely because the turbulent

diffusivity was not constant over the surface and the use of

an average value gave the wrong distribution of effectiveness.
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The line source, however, overcame the difficulty of the

lateral distribution to a certain extent, although once again,

as the blowing rate increased above 0.5, the predicted curves

were of a different shape from the experimental ones.

Eriksen et al recommended that the method be used for

interpolating between sets of data, from which the turbulent

diffusivity can be deduced •

. 2.9 ConaZusion

The above survey outlines the gaps and contradictions

in the published work concerning discrete hole film cooling.

The lack of success with simple models and the relative

newness of the three-dimensional flow models explain why an

experimental approach is generally chosen to help solve the

problem of discrete hole film cooling.
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CHAPTER 3 OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

Chapter 3 outlines the objectives of the present work,

explains why an experimental approach was chosen and

considers the implications of the methods used.

==========

Consideration of previous work plus the needs of the

turbine designer led to the programme at Nottingham having

both a long and a short term objective.

The long term objective is to provide a mathematical .

model for the gas turbine designer. This model should allow

him to compare different film cooling configurations, predict

the local film cooling effectiveness and, ultimately, the

heat transfer rate at any point downstream of a row - or

combination of rows - of holes. This is in comparison with

the present design techniques which, in general, give

spanwise averaged values of effectiveness only.

The short term objective is to provide for the designer

data, and perhaps correlations, which he can apply to obtain

the spanwise averaged effectiveness and the aerodynamic

penalties for a given film cooling configuration. The data

should also indicate to him the relative importance of the

various film cooling parameters.
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To meet the long term objective, a great amount of data

1S required against which the model may be tested and validated.

This. data must cover a wide range both of conditions and

parameters. Any model which is produced to meet the long term

objective should obviously be as simple as possible - consistent

with providing the required accuracy over the operating

conditions. This simplicity would mean generally that the

model would be easier to use and less costly in terms of

computing time.

To this end, data are also required to determine which

are the important parameters and must be included, and which

are less important and may safely be disregarded. Furthermore,

as the rate of ~eat transfer is closely related to the flow

conditions, a model is most likely to be successful if it

models the flow correctly. Therefore, data are also required

on the flow field downstream of a row of cooling holes.

The data requirements of the two objectives ~re substan-

tially the same and have been partially met in a p~ecemeal

fashion (as outlined in the Literature Survey) by contributions

from many authors using differing apparatus and techniques.

The result of this diversity of technique is that it is diffi-

cult to compare with much confidence parameters investigated

by different experimenters. In addition to this, several

parameters have hardly been considered at all, as Table 2.1

demonstrated.
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Little work has been done on the case of normal injection

from a row of holes, an aspect encountered near the leading

edge of a turbine blade. The effect of the boundary layer

thickness has been considered (reference 3.1,3.2), but it is

difficult to determine how much of the measured effect was due

to the variation in the boundary layer, and how much to the

change in mainstream Reynolds number. The effect a pressure

gradient has on the film cooling effectiveness has not been

systematically studied, and very little work has been done

- with adverse pressure gradients.

Many experimenters have been forced by the nature of

their experiment to measure only the spanwise averaged effect-

iveness which, although meeting the short term requirement,

will be of only limited value in providing a basis for a model

to predict the local effectiveness at any point. Finally, as

the literature survey showed, much of the early experimental

data was obtained using a density ratio of injectant to

mainstream that was not representative of gas turbine

conditions.

Clearly the long term objective - obtaining the data and

producing a full mathematical model - is beyond the scope of

a three year research project; so an experimental programme

was decided upon to provide data for both the long and short

term objectives.

The objectives of this current work may be summarised

as follows:-
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(i) To provide data covering a range of practical

density ratios, giving the lateral distribution of

effectiveness as well as the streamwise distri-

bution.

(ii) To investigate the effect of various parameters on

the film cooling effectiveness, by using the same

apparatus and techniques for all measurements.

(iii) To investigate the nature of the flow downstream

of a row of injection holes.

(iv) To produce a correlation for preliminary design

investigations.

(v) To examine existing simple models with a view to

their possible modification and improvement.

These objectives determined the nature of the experiment to be

carried out and the type of experimental rig to be built.

The film cooling holes in a turbine blade are typically

0.25 to 0.75mm in diameter. It was therefore considered

desirable to scale up the hole size and use a low speed main-

stream to facilitate the studying of the three-dimensional

nature of the jets, and the lateral distribution of effective-

ness. However, the increased hole size implies an increased

secondary and mainstream flow rate. To~chieve the desired

density ratio of around 2, by heating to a high temperature,

a large mass of mainstream air would have been extremely

expensive. The current research is being carried out on a
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limited budget and therefore this method had to be ruled out.

Having eliminated the use of a heated mainstream, two

possibilities were left: firstly using a cooled injectant,

secondly injecting a foreign gas at ambient temperature and

making use of the heat/mass transfer analogy. The former had

the advantage that heat transfer measurements could be taken,

but the disadvantage that there would be problems with con-

densation and icing. Furthermore, both the heated mainstream

and chil~ed injectant methods require the measurement of an

adiabatic wall temperature from which the film cooling

effectiveness is obtained. Such a wall is difficult to build

and develop, and is unlikely to be truly adiabatic.

The foreign gas technique has the advantages of simpli-

city and low cost; there are no temperature measurements, and

no requirement for an adiabatic wall or expensive heating

equipment. Against this it must be stated that one has to

have analysing equipment to measure the concentration of the

foreign gas and hence the concentration of the coolant. Also

measurements of the heat transfer coefficient are not

possible. In view of the extreme difficulty of measuring

heat transfer accurately - as witnessed by the differences

between the results from different sources, which were high-

lighted in the previous chapter - perhaps this is no real

disadvantage, though reliable heat transfer coefficient data

would be invaluable.

However, a foreign gas technique does permit a more

detailed study of the mixing processes, as there can be no
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conduction from the surface to the jet due to imperfect

adiabatic walls. Furthermore, a foreign gas technique opens

the way to having a large range of injectant to mainstream

density ratios.

Clearly the use of a foreign gas was admirably suited

to the objectives, budget and time available, and would give

an interesting comparison with other work using the alternative

techniques.

At this stage it might be helpful to consider some of

the implications of a foreign gas technique which involves the

use of the mass transfer analogy. The use of the analogy is

discussed by Goldstein (3.3) and by Spalding (3.4). Goldstein

states that the turbulent Lewis number should be unity, but

Spalding says simply that the Lewis number should be unity or

that the flow should be turbulent, and quotes Forstall and

Shapiro (3.5). He points out that if this is the case, we

have mly to interchange (C - C2) I (Cl - C2) and (T - T2) I

(TI - T2), where C is the fractional mass concentration of one

gas component and I and 2 refer to the two gas streams.

Both Spalding and Forstall et al were considering

coaxial jet streams, but Nicolas and Le Meur (3.6) have shown

that the mass transfer analogy may safely be applied to

discrete hole film cooling. Finally, the analogy requires an

impermeable wall, which is the equivalent of the adiabatic

wall in the heat transfer case, but is obviously much easier

to construct.
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In the same work (3.3) Goldstein notes that there is

some question as to the proper concentration to use to

determine the effectiveness, but that the mass fraction is

the most widely used.

Burns and Stollery(3.7) suggest that for foreign gas

cooling:

hi ,
- h' C - C

n'= aw 00 w 00..
hi.- h' C. - C
J 00 J 00

and that
Cp.
_J

T - T Cp
n aw 00 w= =

T. - T Cp.
1

J 00 ( _J - 1) .+ -...Cp n'w

In the case of a real blade the values of Cp for the coolant

and mainstream will be approximately equal; so if the heat/

mass transfer analogy is true, then:

n = n' =
C - Cw 00

C. - C
J 00

If the injected fluid contains a single constituent not

contained in the mainstream Coo = 0, C. = 1 and we have
J

n C .w

It was decided to use as a foreign gas the refrigerant

gas dichlorodifluoromethane, CC12F2, known by the more famil-

iar name 'Freon 12'. This gas had been used in preliminary
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studies carried out at Nottingham (3.8, 3.9) with some success

from 1970 on. It is 4.26 times as dense as air and it was

decided to mix it with air in different proportions to give a

range of injectant to mainstream density ratios. Therefore

the effectiveness is defined as

n =
cw
~
J

Turning to the parameters it was hoped to include in the

experimental programme, the first priority was to consider the

hitherto largely neglected density ratio and, at the same

time, the velocity ratio, so that the usefulness of the

blowing parameter, M, could be assessed.

Following this, the boundary layer displacement thick-

ness at the injection position was to be changed independently

of the other variables. The pressure gradient over the point

of injection was also to be varied systematically. Rather

than consider a linear acceleration, or simply a pressure

gradient over the injection position alone, it was planned to

study a series of linear pressure gradients, of both a

favourable and adverse nature, extending far downstream.

The other flow parameter which might be expected to

affect the effectiveness of a film - namely the free stream

turbulence intensity - could not be altered. Unfortunately,

the blower it was planned to use would not permit the placing

of turbulence-promoting grids in the flow if a high mainstream

Reynolds number was-to be attained. The freestream turbu-

lence was therefore kept to a low level. It is worth noting
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that the experiments of Launder and York (3.10) suggest that

the turbulence intensity is not a major parameter.

It was intended to vary the injection geometry and

consider different angles of injection and hole spacings.

Neither of these parameters had previously been considered

in great detail. Although the angle of injection had been

varied by a number of workers, no-one had considered more

than two angles, and normal injection had been almost totally

ignored to date in spite of its use near the leading edge of

a blade.

Single row geometries only were to be considered, with

sufficiently long injection holes to ensure the injected flow

would be fully developed. This would eliminate one variable,

the coefficient of discharge of the hole, which can be

considered separately. The row of holes was to be in a flat

plate so that all curvature effects would be eliminated

these being, it was felt, beyond the scope of this study.

The flat injection surface meant that the pressure

gradients would have to be produced by using a contoured sur-

face opposite the injection surface. Flat surfaces at

differing heights from the injection point would be used to

vary the boundary layer thickness by accelerating the flow

upstream of the injection position to the same nominal

mainstream velocity, thus not altering the Reynolds number,

based on the hole diameter, at the injection point.
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The parameters studied may be summarised as follows:-

1. INJECTANT AND MAINSTREAM FLOW PARAMETERS

(i) Injectant to mainstream density ratio, P • I P
J 00

(ii) Injectant to mainstream v~ocity ratio, u./u
J 00

hence

(iii) Blowing parameter, M

Momentum parameter I

(iv) Boundary layer displacement thickness,o* and

momentum thickness, e

(v) Pressure gradient, ~p/x

2. FILM COOLING CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

(i) Angle of injection, a

(ii) Hole spacing, SiD.

The range of values of the above parameters are listed in

Table 5.1 ~n Chapter 5 which deals with the experimental

programme.

It was hoped that these experimental techniques and

the apparatus described in the next chapter would provide data

to meet the objectives outlined earlier and provide the basis

for a correlation of film cooling effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 4 THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Here the experimental apparatus and its method of

construction are described with reference to the objectives

stated in the previous chapter.

==========

The experimental apparatus was designed and built on a

relatively small budget and to this end was kept as simple

as possible consistent with obtaining reliable results. No

form of automatic data collection was used, and a simple

katharometer was built to measure the concentration of Freon

12 in samples drawn from the test section.

4. Z The Wind Tunne Z

An existing, centrifugal blower type, open return tunnel

was used to provide the mainstream; and some of the original

ducting was retained. The old arrangement had the blower

feeding a working section via a diffuser, gauze and a 3:1 con-

traction. Provision was made for speed adjustment over a

very small range close to the maximum flow rate.

The system was modified to include an additional gauze

and honeycomb flow straighteners before and after the

diffuser. A flexible joint was also incorporated to limit

the transmission of vibration from the blower to the working

section. Finally, to permit a continuous variation of speed

up to the maximum, the blower was connected to a Ward-Leonard
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type speed controller. Plates 4.1 and 4.2 show most of these

features.

4.2 The Working Section

An entirely new working section was built for the

tunnel specifically for these studies. The basic construction

consisted of four longitudinal aluminium angles to which were

stuck the perspex side walls. The floor of the tunnel was

bolted to these angles, as were portions of the roof. The

~ntire working section was hung from a steel frame. Fig.4.l

shows a drawing of the working section which is also in view

in plates 4.1 and 4.3.

The working section can conveniently be considered in

four separate parts:-

4.2.1 The Upstream Section

This section had a fixed wooden floor and roof and

bolted straight on to the contraction. It measured 381

x l52.4unn in cross+s ect Lon ,

4.2.2 The Boundary Layer Bleed (Fig 4.2)

This was manufactured from wood with a circular arc

leading edge. To permit accurate location of the stag-

nation point, three pressure tappings made from hypodermic

tubing, one on the leading edge and the other two stradd-

ling it, were positioned at two spanwise locations .. A
-"hinged aluminium flap was used to control the flow through

the bleed, and this was opened or closed to bring the
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PLATE 4. t A General: View of the Ezperimental Apparatus



PLATE 4. l, A General V1:ewof the Experimental, Apparatus
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stagnation point (as measured by the pressure tappings)

on to the leading edge.

The bleed was positioned l52mm from the entry to the

working section, and reduced its height to l33mm. A

boundary layer trip wire of 0.75mm dia. was used to

ensure a turbulent boundary layer over the injection

holes. It was positioned 42mm downstream from the leading

edge of the bleed.

The wire diameter was chosen after evaluating the

inequality quoted by Pankhurst & Holder (4.1):

U DX
00 > 600

where here D is the wire diameter and X the distance from

the leading edge.

4.2.3 Injection and Test Section

There were three possible methods of obtaining the

\
measurements of effectiveness in both the spanwise and

streamwise directions:-

(i) traversing the injection holes past a line of
sampling positions on the centre line of the
working section;

(ii) traversing the sampling positions past the
injection holes;

(iii) covering the area downstream of the injection
holes with sampling locations.
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The third method with its proliferation of holes might

have led to the flow being disturbed and also,to ease the

problem of changing the injection configuration, separate

pl~es incorporating the injection and sampling holes were

required anyway.

The first method was therefore chosen,as this did not

require the large traverse gear demanded by the second

method if large values of downstream distance were to be

considered.

The result was that this part of the working section

consisted of three ground steel plates, giving a smooth flat

floor-of uniform surface finish. Sliding seals made of

polythene tubing, lubricated with a siliconebased oil, were

used to prevent any leakage between the plates (see detail

on fig.4.l).

Subsequent tests in which measurements were taken (both

with and without the joints being covered with adhesive tape)

showed no variation in effectiveness - indieating that the

\ seals were effective.

One large plate downstream of the injection holes

incorporated a row of sampling holes of O.~7mm bore along the

centreline. These were made by letting in to the plate

lengths of hypodermic tubing of the required internal diam-

eter. They were then joined by plastic flexible tubing to

a multi-way sampling valve. Some of the sampling holes were

duplicated in a parallel row, 12.5 mm from the centreline,
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to permit the two dimensionality of the flow in certain

instances to be checked. These sampling holes were also

used to measure the local static pressures.

Upstream of the sampling plate, the injection plate

containing the injection holes was mounted in a traverse

gear. The injection holes were also made by drilling the

ground plate and inserting lengths of hypodermic tubing of

2.29mm bore, which were then filed and finally "stoned",

to give. a perfectly flat surface (plate 4.4). Also visible

in the photograph are some additional sampling positions

which were placed in the injection plate downstream of the

injection holes, to give data very close to the injection

point.

The third plate was placed just downstream of the

boundary layer bleed, again to give a smooth and aerodynamr

ica11y flat surface and also to provide a bearing surface

for the traversing plate.

This portion of the working section had no fixed roof,

so that a variety of differently contoured roofs could be

fitted to give the different pressure gradients and

boundary layer thicknesses.

4.2.4 Downstream Sections

The final section included a wooden floor and adjustable

wooden roof. The latter could be raised or lowered to

match the height of any contour that was being used and

could also be put at a slight angle to give some diffusion.
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PLATE 4.4 The Normal and 550 Injection Plates
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An additional diffuser, again with a top surface fully

adjustable for height and angle, was used in certain series

of tests when required to give some pressure recovery and

lower the loading on the fan (plate 4.1).

4.3 The Contoups

The contours, one of which is shown in plate 4.5, were

constructed from wood with a strong frame and skinned with

lmm plywooq. Each contour was provided with a row of holes on

the centreline, through which a probe could be passed for

" sampling purposes, and total pressure measurements. These

holes were taped over or plugged when not in use.

Fig.4.3 shows the profiles of the different contours in

the tunnel. The non-accelerating contour (fig.4.3a) could be

raised or lowered to tailor the bounda~layer thickness to the

desired value, the cantilevered flexible leading edge taking

up any variation in height. The angle of the pressure gradient

contours could be altered slightly to change the shape of the

pressure distribution produced.

The adverse pressure gradient contour (plate 4.5) had two

small ducted fans evacuating two compartments over spanwise

slots. These removed some of the boundary layer and delayed

separation from the con courruntri.Lthe end of'-the test section.

4.4 The Traverse Gear (Fig.4.4)

The traverse gear was mounted on the frame which' 'supported

the wind tunnel working section, plate 4.3, and was designed so
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(j) mildly accelerating

~I-' -----------------------,
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.. '
(ij) strongly accelerating

f

(iii) nonaccelerat ing - thinner boundary layer

t f

(jv) deaccelerating scale 1/6

Fig.4.3 Profiles of contours in the working section
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that once it was set parallel with the floor of the tunnel at

900 to the flow direction, all further adjustments could be

made with the adjusting screws which clamped the injection

plate to the traverse gear. The entire construction was from

mild steel and, when finally installed, it worked well,

permitting sampling plates to be changed quickly. Changing a

pl~te and adjusting it so that it was flush with the tunnel

floor took less than 15 minutes.

4.5 The FPobe Traverse Gear (Fig.4.5)

A small traverse gear was designed and built to carry

the boundary layer probes and sampling probes. It was located

on pins set in two of the cross-members over the top of the

working section and was composed of two bars, parallel to the

centreline of the tunnel, on which slid two carriages. These

were connected by a screw so that, by locking one carriage,

the other could be moved to a precise streamwise location by

rotating the screw.

Vertical motion was achieved by mounting the probe-

carrier on vertical shafts and using a micrometer head to give

precise control.

This traverse gear was used for all boundary layer

measurements and above plate sa~pling.

4.6 The Seoondary F~ InjeotionSY8tem (Fig.4.6)

The injection system utilised air from the laboratory

compressed air syst~m, which was filtered and regulated to
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1.38 x 105 R/m2 gauge. It was then passed to two control

valves, connected in parallel, and then to an orifice meter.

The Freon 12 supply was from bottles of liquid Freon 12 under

pressure. The vapour was regulated and then passed through

copper pipes to another set of control valves and an orifice

meter. The copper tubing helped to ensure that the vapour was

at approximately ambient temperature before being mixed with

the air.

4.6.1 Freon/Air Mixing Chamber (Fig.4.7)

Some difficulty was experienced with the mixing of the

air and Freon 12 and several arrangements of baffles and gauZes

were tried before deciding that the mixing cylinder was too

short at 15Omm. The length was increased to 406mm, and baffles,

consisting of a disc of metal which almost sealed the cylinder

and with a small hole on the periphery, were found to give the

best results. The final arrangement was as in fig.4.7. This

arrangement gave, within the sensitivity of the measuring

instruments, the same concentration of Freon 12 from each

injection hole for a given Freon 12lair mixture.

4.6.2 Plenum Chamber

Further difficulties were encountered when the total head

from each injection tube was measured. It was found that the

curvature of the flexible tubing (from the top of the mixing

cylinder to the injection tubes) produced considerable varia-

tions in the velocities at the exit of individual holes. To

overcome this, a plenum chamber with an internal gauze was
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15 outlet tubes

fine gauze

baffle with small
h ole on periphery

'star' baffle

fine gauze

baffle with small
hole on periphery

Freon-12 & air
inlets

Fig.4.7 Sketch of the Freon 12/airmixing chamber
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inserted between the mixing cylinder and injection tubes,

fig.4.6. The exit tubes from the manifold were at the same

spacing as the injection plate, so that although flexible

tubing was again used, it was quite straight. Further

measurements of the total heads at the injection position

showed that the addition of this plenum chamber had overcome

the problem.

The total length of the injection tube from the plenum

chamber to the exit in the working section was over 80 dia-

meters and the flow should have been almost fully developed.

The injected flow was tested using a hot wire probe and the

DISA 55-DOl equipment, and was found to be turbulent.

4.6.3 Hole-Spacing Injection Plate (Fig.4.8)

A special injection plate was constructed to evaluate the

variation of effectiveness with hole spacing. The plate had

holes at 1.25 diameters pitch, combinations of which could be

used to provide different hole spacings of 1.25, 2.5, 3.75 and

5 diameters. The unwanted tubes were blocked at inlet and

filled flush to the surface with a soft malleable material.

These injection tubes were only 60mm in length and were

fed from a manifold into which they were sealed. For simplicity,

this manifold was fed from the plenum chamber described in 4.6.2.

4.7 Gas SampLing and AnaLysis

Fig.4.9 shows a Achematic diagram of the analysing system,

much of which is also visible in plate 4.3. A small pump was
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used to draw samples through the holes in the sampling plate

via a twelve way valve to the katharometer and a simple flow

meter.

The volume that had to be purged each time a sample was

taken was kept as small as possible and, to this end, the

katharometer was placed as close as could be managed to the

sampling holes.

For samples drawn in through the sampling probe, an iso-

kinetic,samp1ing technique had to be used and, in order to keep

the flow through the katharometer constant, most of the flow

had to by-pass it, as in fig.4.9.

It was found that, providing it was small, the flow rate

through the katharometer had no effect on the readings. This

permitted the use of a very simple flow meter in which the flow

from the katharometer bubbled through water; an estimation of

the number of bubbles per second was sufficient to maintain the

flow at a suitably low level. The flow rate through the katha-

rometer was estimated as 14mm3/sec.

4.7.1 The Katharometer

The katharometer was manufactured entirely at the univer-

sity and proved.to be reliable and robust. The problem of

analysing a binary mixture of gases is a simple one: there is no

need to use a fractioning column and, if one is willing to

calibrate regularly, only one wire i-s necessary.
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Fig.4.l0 shows a sectional view of the katharometer. The

brass body ensured a slow response to variations in the ambient

conditions, but this also meant that the cell had to be left

for nearly 3 hours to warm up until equilibrium conditions had

been reached. Platinum wire of O.05mm diameter was used, held

under slight tension, on stainless steel prongs set in P.T.F.E.

plugs. It was hoped that the tension would prevent the wire

from sagging when hot, which would have given rise to a different

pattern of convection from the wire and greater tendency to

drift.

A DISA 55-DOl constant temperature anemometer bridge was

used to heat the wire to approximately lSOoC. Frequent cali-

bration was carri.ed out, generally before and after each run,

using the technique described in Appendix 3. The resolution was

better than 1% by mass of Freon 12, which generally permitted

the effectiveness to be measured to ! 0.5% in absolute terms.

4.7.2 The Iso-kinetic Sampling Probe

The detail in fig.4.9 shows a sk~tch of the probe used in

the sampling carried out above the plate. It comprised three

tubes - two to measure pressures, the third being the sampling

tube. The latter had a 0.55mm diameter hole drilled in the

side lOmm from the end. This was connected via a similar hole

in the side of one of the pressure tubes. The other pressure

tube had a hole on the outside to measure the local static

pressure. The sucking on the sampling tube was varied so that

the pressures in both tubes were the same. - The iso-kinetic

sampling is discussed further in Appendix 4.
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Fig.4.l0 The-Katharometer
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4.8 Bounaa!y Layer Measurement

Two probes were used to measure the boundary layer thick-

nesses over the injection holes. For the thicker boundary

layers, a flattened total head probe was manufactured, but 1n

most cases a modified DISA boundary layer probe was used in

conjunction with a DISA 55-DOl anemometer bridge. Both probes

were mounted on the small traverse gear.

4.9 ConcLusion

The apparatus described above, although constructed on

simple lines and within a strict budget, proved to serve its
purpose reliably.
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CHAPTER 5 THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

This chapter describes the experimental programme with

particular reference to the objectives of the current research

and states the ranges of the parameters covered.

===========

The majority of the published data on film cooling via a

.'row of holes has been based on a hole spacing of three diameters

and in practice a spacing of between 2.5 and 5 diameters is

generally used. (Below 2.5 diameters there is the danger of the

blade failing due to cracks propagating between the holes.) It

was therefore decided initially to consider a hole spacing of

three diameters which would enable a comparison to be made with

the other published work.

Injection normal to the mainstream was chosen as a stand-

ard with which to compare the other angles, so the majority of

tests were conducted at this angle.

The effect of varying density ratio was studied first.

Obviously, as the concentration of Freon 12 in the injectant is

decreased, the sensitivity of the katharometer becomes more

important. Because of this, it was decided that the minimum

density ratio to be used would be 1.5, whilst the maximum would

be 4.26 (i.e. with a pure Freon 12 injectant). Although the

higher value is almost twice as great as the density ratios

presently experienc~in a real blade cooling situation, it was
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felt that this was a logical extension to the work and might

find application in some other field of film cooling.

In nearly all the tests measurements were taken to give

a full surface distribution as far downstream as 108.6 dia-

meters. The closeness of the readings to the hole varied,

generally being 1.5 diameters downstream on the centreline of

the hole, and 4.25 diameters away from the centreline.

The density ratio tests were conducted with several diff-

erent flow 'conditions. Initially, to evaluate the working of

the w~ole system, a favourable pressure gradient was employed
3 2of -2.47 x 10 N/m /m. The density ratio was varied for a con-

stant velocity ratio of 0.7; then the velocity ratio was varied

between 0.25 and 1.48 for a nominal density ratio of 2.0.

The next series of tests included a nominal zero pressure

gradient, but tested the idea of accelerating the upstream flow

to vary the boundary layer thickness •. A boundary layer dis-

placement thickness similar to that for the previous tests

was obtained and the·density ratio and velocity ratio variations
were repeated.

The boundary layer thickness was next increased to its

maximum, simply by using a flat roof over the full length of the

working section. The density and velocity variations were

repeated. Measurements were also taken above the test surface.

At this stage it was decided to take some additional results on

the centreline only, to give values of effectiveness for the

range of density ratios 1.5 to 4.26 over the velocity. ratios of
0.25 to 1.24.
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The following series of tests aga1n covered the range of

density ratios 1.5 to 4.26 for an injectant velocity ratio of

0.7, and velocity ratios of 0.25 to 1.48 for a density ratio

of 2. For this series the greatest favourable pressure grad i-

ent that could be accommodated in the working section was'

used, but the throttling effect of the contour meant that the

mainstream velocity over the holes had to be reduced to

25.9m/sec from 30.Sm/sec and the lower value was used there-

after. The pressure gradient was measured as -9.84 x 103N/m2/m

and the boundary layer displacement thickness, at the point of

injection, as 0.132 relative to the hole diameter.

v ~The acceleration parameter, n:r---' was calculated as
Um dX

-68.5 x 10 ,which is within the range experienced on a tubmine

blade. Measurements of concentration were also taken above the
surface.

At this point it was decided that sufficient information

had been gained on the density ratio effect; consequently,

all the following tests were carried out using a nominal density

ratio of 2. A flat roof, giving a similar boundary layer dis-

placement thickness to the above accelerating contour, was then

used. The actual value of ~*/D was 0.156 and the velocity

Btio was varied as before. Onc~ again measurements were taken
above the surface.

The contoured roof was then changed for one giving an

adverse pressure gradient of 8.47 x 102N/m2/m and a boundary

layer displacement thickness of 0.2? hole diameters; the

velocity variation was carried out once more.
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Results were then taken with a nominal zero pressure

gradient and boundary layer displacement thickness of 0.26

diameters to compare with the above.

The effect of angled injection was investigated at two

angles other than 90°, namely 350 and 550• For each angle the

results were taken at a nominal zero pressure gradient and at

two values of boundarY layer displacement thickness (0.26 and

0.16 diamete:rs).to enab Ie,direct comparison with the 90~ .~aseC, "

The tests were limited to the nominal density ratio of 2 and

" to velocity ratios of 0.25,0.53, 0.7 and 1.24,as it was

anticipated that the general trends would be the same as for

the 900 injection. In each case results were taken above the

surface of the plate.

The final series of tests involved the variation of the

hole spacing. The hole spacings chosen for study were 1.25,

2.5, 3.75 and 5 diameters. These were chosen so that a row of

holes of 1.25 diameter pitch could be manufactured then

combinations of holes blocked to give the required spacing -

thus requiring only one injection plate. It was anticipated

that the 1.25 hole spacing might behave like a slot. These

results were taken for the same range of parameters as the

angled injection.

The 1.25 diameter spacing was repeated, with side walls

at the ends of the row of holes stretching the full length of

the injection and sampling plates. This was to ensure that

there was a two-dimensional flow situation, since the tests

without these walls at this small hole spacing were found not
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to be two-dimensional far downstream (Appendix 1).

Table 5.1 indicates clearly the parameters covered and

the number of tests conducted.
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8 Ap/X u_ U/U_ pip· Abow
RUN No•• a-ID H ~g. SID Nlwillm m/88a p~

1-19 0.32 1.24 90 3 -2.47 It 103 30.5 0.25 - 1.48 1.5 - 4.26

40-56 0.33 1.26 90 3 -3.24 It 101 30.5 0.25 - 1.48 1.5 - 4.26

60-99 0.63 1.32 90 3 -9.96 It 101 30.5 0.25 - 1.48 1.5 - 4.26

100-109 0.24 1.25. 90 3 -4.13 " 101 30.5 0.25 - 1.24 2.0 - 3.0
,

120-132 0.13 1.35 90 3 -9.84 " 103 25.9 0.25 - 1.48 1.5 - 4.26

140-146 0.13 1.35 90 3 -9.84 " 103 25.9 0.20 - 1.24 2.0, 30 ,
160-167 0.16 2.43 90 3 -4.73 " 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.48 2.0

lBO-184 0.16 2.43 90 3 -4.73" 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0 ,
200-207 0.27 1.58 90 3 +8.47 " 102 25.9 0.25 - 1.48 2.0

220-221 0.27 1.58 90 3 +8.47 " 102 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 ,
240-247 0.26 1.62 90 3 . -3.71 " 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.48 2.0

26!)-2"1 0.26 1.62 90 3 • -3.71 " 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 ,
280-283 0.26 1.62 35 3 -3.71 " 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

.. 300-301 0.26 1.62 35 3 -3.71 " 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 ,
320-3U 0.26 1.62 55 3 -3.71 " 101 25.9 0.25 '" 1.24 2.0

340-341 0.26 1.62 55 3 -3.71 " 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 ,
3f>0-363 0.1f> 2.40 SS 3 -4.27 " 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

380-381 o.is 2,40 55 3 -4.27 " 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 ,
400-403 0.16 2.40 35 3 -4.27 " 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

420-421 0.16 2.40 35 3 -4.27 " 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 ,
440-443 0.16 2.40 90 1.25 -4.27 x 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

4f>0-463 0.16 2.40 90 2.SO -4.27 " 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

480-483 0.16 2.40 90 3.75 -4.27 " 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

SOO-S03 0.16 2.40 90 5.00 -4.27 x 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

520-523 0.16 2.40 90 .1.25 -4.27 " 101 25.9 0.25- 1.24 2.0

Not .. : (i) II _
BOIlNIWlY LABI DISPLACEMENTTBICICNISS (a*)

BOUNDARY·LABI K)MEIITUKTBICIOIESS (8)

(ii) In the final colu.n, a , indicate. that .... UTe-
mmt. wen taken via the PTObe above the t••t
.uTfac:a.

TABLE 5.1 Datall. of Te.t Par ... teT. and Run »uaber.
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CHAPTER 6 THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Chapter 6 outlines briefly the procedure that was

followed to make ready the apparatus for a ~eries of tests

and the manner in which the tests were conducted.

===========

.' 6. 'L Apparatus Checks

Before each series of tests the injection plate was

checked to ensure that it was flush with the two plates on

either side and not presenting a step to the flow; also, that

it was free from dust and grit. The diffuser and contours

were mounted and their positions measured, so that the exact

conditions could be reproduced later, if necessary.

6.2 P'1'eZiminary Adjustments

The mainflow was turned on at this stage and the correct

flow velocity set up using a pitot tube. The boundary layer

bleed was adjusted to balance the pressures on either side of

its leading edge and the mainstream velocity was checked. The

contraction was, then calibrated and used subsequently for

metering the mainstream velocity.

6.2.1 Boundary Layer Measurements,

The boundary layer thickness was measured using two

different techniques: initially, for the larger thicknesses
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a flattened pitot probe was employed in conjunction with an

inclined manometer; but when the thickness fell to under

2.5mm, a hot wire DISA boundary layer probe was used to

give adequate spacial resolution.

The pitot probe was connected to the small traverse

gear over the working section and passed through the

contour. It was positioned on the test surface and lifted

off the surface in small steps using the micrometer

adjustment. The hot wire probe was mounted in the same

manner, but was lowered towards the surface until the

velocity measured was 20% of the mainstream value, or

until the wire touched the surface and broke. In the

first case the direction was reversed and a further set of

readings obtained. The data were processed on a small

computer.

The velocity close to the surface was found to vary in

an approximately linear fashion with height and by extra-

polating back to zero velocity a value could be obtained

for'the actual height of the probe above the surface.

This was then allowed for in the boundary layer thickness

calculations.

6.2.2 Pressure Gradient Measurements

The sampling holes in the test surface were also used

as static pressure tappings and connected to a multi-tube

manometer for this purpose. When the readings had been

taken, the tappings were disconnected ready for the

sampling measurements.
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6.3 Test Procedure

6.3.1 Preliminaries
The katharometer required about 3 hours to warm up and

stabilise and was accordingly switched on with the pump

that drew the samples through it first thing every morning,

the flow rate being adjusted to the correct level.

A computer programme containing all the data from the

orifice plate calibrations was used to giv~ the approximate

settings for the manometers from inputs of injection vel-

ocity and density. A value was also given of the product

of pressure and pressure drop across the orifice, pt.Hi, as

in thcx{pt.H1•

This value was then iterated towards, when the secondary

flow was set up. In fact one iteration step was always

sufficient, the density ratios of the result.ing mixtures

usually being within 2% of the desired values. The injec-

tion plate was then traversed to the correct starting

position and all was ready for the tests proper.

6.3.2 Tests

When the tests were actually to be conducted, the main-

stream velocity was adjusted using the pressure drop across

the contraction, and the secondary velocity as outlined

above.

The multiway valve was rotated to scan the different

sampling holes in turn progressing downstream, and the

digital voltmeter reading was noted. At the end of the
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streamwise set of results a reading for air was taken to

determine whether the katharometer had drifted or not.

The flow rates were checked and' the injection plate was
,./

traversed across to the next,~tation where the procedure

was repeated.

At the end of the tests a tube was connected directly

to the katharometer and the other end was inserted into the

mouth of one of the injection holes to take a sample of

the injectant. This gave the concentration of Freon 12 in

the \injectant, and hence the injectant density and the film

cooling effectiveness.

Finally, the katharometer was calibrated using a

medical syringe at volume ratios of 0, 10, 30 and 100%

Freon 12. The calibration was repeated several times and

the results were usually the same: if not, the calibration

was repeated.

6.3.3 Traversing Steps

To save gas and time, the injection plate was traversed

in seven lmm steps, starting lmm before the centreline of

the centre hole. With a hole spacing'of 6.8lmm, this

covered the region from one side of one hole to the far

side of the centreline between holes, fig.6.1.

Assuming the flow ho be symmetrical about these centre-

lines, this was sufficient to give a full picture of the

surface distri.bution of effectiveness. The contour plots: of

surface effectiveness and those depicting the concentration
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/,

/

Fi,g.6.Z Lateral positions' of downstream traverses
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ratios normal to two jet centre1ines indicate this to be

a reasonable assumption, fig.7.1S, 7.18, Appendix 1.

6.4 Tests above the Surface

The procedure for the tests conducted above the surface

was the same as outlined above, except that the katharometer

was not connected to the multi-way valve but to the sampling

probe as described in Chapter 4. The flow rate through-the

probe was adjusted to give the same static pressure inside the

tube as the outside static pressure, to give iso-kinetic

sampling. The flow through the katharometer was then adjusta

to keep it constant by opening or closing the by-pass valve,

and a reading was taken. The pitot was then raised and the

procedure repeated.

,
6.5 Processing of Results

The raw data was processed using the departmental

PDPllOS computer as outlined in Appendix 3. The results

obtained by the methods given above are discussed in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER 7 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Within this chapter the results obtained during the

experimental programme are discussed and compared with the

work of other experimenters. Selected results are presented

which illustrate points being made. The work is considered

in two parts: normal injection and angled injection.

============

The data will generally be presented in the form of a

spanwise average, n, which was calculated from the spanwise

readings using a Simpson's rule numerical integration

technique. This value of effectiveness gives an indication

of the overall level of effectiveness when plotted against the

dimensionless downstream distance X/D. The centreline effect-

iveness, ~, will also be referred to.

7.l Injection at 900 to the Mainstream

This section has been sub-divided so that effects of

various other parameters (such as the density ratio, boundary

layer displacement thickness, etc.) can be considered

individually.

7.1.1 The Effect of the Density Ratio

A set of results in which the density ratio was

systematically varied is presented in fig.7.1. The veloc-

ity ratio was maintained constant at 0.7 and the density
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ratio varied between 1.5 and 3.6. It can be seen that, with

the exception of the lowest density ratio, the spanwise

averaged effectiveness is almost independent of the density

ratio close to the injection point, i.e. within 5 diameters.

However, further downstream the picture changes, and the

effectiveness increases with increasing density ratio, or

increasing blowing rate.

For the majority of the density ratios, the effective-

ness reaches a maximum at about 20 diameters from the

. injection holes. This is partly due to the low levels of

effectiveness between the holes at small X/D. Further down-

stream, the effectiveness rises as the jets spread laterally,

until at X/D = 25 the results are fully two dimensional and

from then on,the effectiveness slowly falls as the mainstream

air is entrained from above. Fig.7.2 shows concentration

contours downstream of a jet of density ratio 2.5, showing the

low effectiveness between the holes and the lateral spreading

of the jets.

Fig.7.3 shows the results taken on the centreline for

the same series of tests. Once again, the effectiveness is

independent of the density ratio close to the hole, but

further downstream than 7 diameters, an increase in density

ratio brings an increase ineffectiveness. However, notice

that here the results at low blowing rates do not achieve a

maximum effectiveness, but instead, the effectiveness steadily

falls as the freestream is entrained and the injectant concen-

tration falls. At the higher blowing rates the effectiveness
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rises to a maximum - as it did for the spanwise averaged

values, again at x/n = 20 - then decreases. The initial

rise is assumed to be the result of the jets spreading back

to the surface having initially become detached from it.

For the largest blowing rate, M = 2.92 (not included in

fig.7.l) this 'lift-off' tendency is most marked, with the

effectiveness being significantly lower close to the

injection holes ~han is the case for the other density

ratios.

Curves of similar shape were obtained for the favour-

able pressure gradients and differing boundary layer

thicknesses.

7.1.2 The Effect of Velocity Ratio

Variations of spanwise averaged effectiveness with

velocity ratio at a nominally constant density ratio of 2

are shown in fig.7.4. Here a completely different pattern

is produced compared witn the previous figures. As the

blowing rate is increased, so the effectiveness for values

of.X/n less than 10 falls dramatically, due to the jets

becoming detached from the surface.

The effect is much more pronounced here than with the

density variations, and it is clear that the velocity

ratio is the more important factor in jet lift off.

Moving downstream a position is reached at x/n = 15,

where the effectiveness is almost independent of velocity

ratio. Further downstream the effectiveness rises as the
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amount of injectant is increased, that is, as the blowing

rate is increased.

The picture for the centreline values, fig.7.5, is

substantially the same, with lower levels of effectiveness

close to the injection position. The same pattern was

observed for differing boundary layer thickness and

pressure gradients.

These results are in rough agreement with those of

Goldstein et al (7.1), but their results do not show the

increase in effectiveness on the centreline with increas-

ing blowing rate as they considered only a single

injection hole.

Comparing also with Smith's results (7.2) at the same

momentum parameter, fair agreement is found, although the

present results show an effectiveness of 0.14 at 80

diameters, compared with 0.055 for Smith's results. Note

that the mean line given in Smith's results was used ~n

the comparison, with its limitations as discussed in

Chapter 2.

7.1.3 The Blowing and Momentum Parameters

The preceding sections give an indication of the

complex nature of the relationships between the effective-

ness and the density and velocity ratios. To date, it has

been the practice to compare results on the basis of the

"blowing parameter or blowing rate or, alternatively, the

momentum parameter. Fig.7.6 shows a carpet plot of
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centreline effectiveness vs. blowing parameter for varying

density and velocity ratios at X/D = 6.5. It can be seen that

the density ratio does affect the effectiveness, but not as

strongly as the velocity ratio.

Considering a value of blowing parameter of 1, the

effectiveness varies from 0.17 at a density ratio of 1.5 to

0.27 at a density ratio of 2.5. Clearly, the blowing para-

meter cannot be used to correlate results taken at differing

density ratios as has been done - at least, not at this

downstream distance.

Plotting the same results against the momentum parameter,

fig.7.7, does improve the collapse but taking a momentum

parameter of uni~gives effectiveness values of 0.13 and 0.22

at density ratios of 1.5 and 2.5 - showing that the momentum

parameter is only marginally better as a correlating parameter

than the blowing rate.

Fig.7.B shows that at a downstream distance of 23.8

diameters, the dependance of the effectiveness on the density

ratio has increased, especially at low values of blowing rate.

Comparing this with the momentum parameter for the same

station, fig.7.9. one now finds that the former gives the

better collapse of the results. This is because, as stated

earlier, the effectiveness is almost independent of velocity

ratio at a value of X/D = 15.

Progressing further downstream to 74 diameters, fig.

7.10, the blowing rate has become a correlating parameter for
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film cooling via normal holes, an increase in coolant flow

rate giving an increase in effectiveness.

7.1.4 The Effect of Pressure Gradient

Two favourable pressure gradients were studied, namely

-2.47 x 103N/m2/m and -9.84 x 104N/m2/m. The former

produced no reliable difference in the levels of effect-

iveness when compared with results obtained at a similar

boundary layer thickness an~will not be discussed

further.

The second pressure gradient had the effect of lowering

the spanwise average effectiveness downstream, fig.7.ll,

especially at the higher blowing rates. This is in general

agreement with the results of Liess (7.3).

For the larger blowing rates the loss of effectiveness

with the favourable pressure gradient extends as close as 5

diameters from the injection holes, but for low blowing

rates there does appear to be a tendency for the effect to

be reversed between 10 and 30 diameters, with the pressure

gradient increasing the effectiveness •

. Turnin~ to the centreline effectiveness, fig.7.l2

shows that close to the hole - even at large blowing rates

- the favourable pressure gradient gives an improvement

over the zero pressure gradient. This would seem to imply

that a favourable pressure gradient hinders the lateral

spreading of the injectant. This is verified by the

traverses done above the plate fig.7.l3, where the jets in
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Fig.?tJa Contours of constant injectant concentration
in the absence of a pressure gradient for
normal injection ~ith SID - 3 and at XID • 4.25

YID

·0·39

Z/D
~.7.t3b Contours of constant injectant concentration in the

presence of a pressure gradient for normal injection with
SID - 3 and at XID - 4.25
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the presence of the pressure gradient are not only more

compact, but also closer to.the surface.

This may be due to the fact that as the velocity ratio

is the same in both cases, the rate of entrainment of the

mainstream into the jet will also be approximately the same.

However, due to the rapidly accelerating flow with the press-

ure gradient, a particle in a jet would take less time to reach

a given station downstream, resulting in less entrainment and

a more compact jet. The lower effectiveness laterally at low

X/D balances the higher centreline value in most cases, to

give little change in the spanwise averaged effectiveness.

The effect of the favourable pressure gradient will

also be to retard the growth of the boundary layer, which will

have been completely remodelled by the injected flow. The

result of having this thinner layer of injectant may well be

to ensure that any air entrained from the freestream reaches

the surface more rapidly, thus lowering the effectiveness

downstream. The traverses normal to the plate and far down-

stream show the thickness of the coolant layer with the

favourable pressure gradient to be approximately 70% of the

thickness without the pressure gradient.

The tests on the adverse pressure gradients showed the

same general trends, this time with the pressure gradient

producing an improvement downstream. Unfortunately, the

differences in measured effectiveness,. like the adverse press-

ure gradient"itself, we~e small and it is difficult to draw any.

firm conclusions.
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7.l.S The Effect of the Boundary Layer Thickness

Three different ratios of boundary layer displacement

thickness to hole diameter will be considered here, namely

0.63, 0.32 and 0.16. (This variation was achieved inde-

pendently of the other main parameters, unlike most of the

boundary layer thickness variations produced by Liess (7.3)

and Goldstein et al (7.4).)

Fig.7.l4 shows the variation in the spanwise averaged

effectiveness produced by these different boundary layers

with a velocity ratio of 0.7 and a nominal density ratio

of 2. As can be seen, a decrease in the displacement

thickness produces a rise in effectiveness, as noted by

Liess (7.3); the effect only extends from close to the

injection holes to 20 diameters downstream. Further

downstream, the variations in boundary layer thickness

have no effect.

The increase in effectiveness is generally accepted as

being due to the decreased depth of low momentum flow

forming the boundary layer, resulting in the jets being

deflected more rapidly - an opinion shared by Goldstein et

al (7.4). However, the traverses normal to the jets and

close to the holes for displ~cement thicknesses of 0.16 and

0.24 diameters, do not show any significant difference in

the height of the jets, fig.7.lS.

The variation in the displacement thickness may not

have been sufficient to show any real difference ~n jet

height, although the momentum thicknesses, which might be
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0·0
ZID 1·0 2·0

Fig.?l5a Contours of constant injectant concentration at
X/D - 4.25 and ~*/D - 0.16 for normal injection
with SiD - 3

YID

00 Z/D
Fig.?Z5b Contours of constant injectant'concentration at X/D. 4.25

and ~*/D - 0.24 for normal injection with SID • 3
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e~pected to have a greater influence on the jet trajectories,

were 0.066 and 0.176 diameters. This considerable difference

and the lack of jet height variation would suggest that the

generally accepted explanation for increased effectiveness with

decreased boundary layer thickness is not correct.

Fig.7.1S does show that there is a higher concentration

of injectant below the central core of the jet in the case of

the thinner boundary layer and also there appears to be slightly

less lateral diffusion.

One explanation for this is that the edges of the·jets

would experience greater shear with the thinner boundary layer

due to the increased velocities close to the surface. This

would tend to remove the edges of the jets, bringing them for-

ward and under the main body of the jets. This tendency of the

mainstream to curl around and under a jet was noticed by Ramsey

et al (7.5) - also, earlier, by Abramovich (7.6).

At X/D = 60.6 the effectiveness profiles on the centre-

Hne for the boundary displacement thicknesses of 0.24 and

0.16 diameters are almost identical as the levels of effective-

ness would suggest.

7.1.6 The Effect of Hole Spacing
The variation of the spanwise averaged effectiveness

with hole spacing is presented in fig.7.l6 for a velocity ratio

of 0.7 and a density ratio of nominally 2. The curves all have

the same basic shape and the effectiveness increases as the hole
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spacing is decreased. There is an enormous improvement when

the hole spacing is reduced to 1.25 diameters from 2.5 dia-

meters (the minimum value used in practice). In fact, the 1.25

diameter spacing gave results which were two dimensional by

4.25 diameters downstream and it is interesting to compare the

results with those obtained using slot geometries (fig.7.l7)

on the basis of an equivalent slot width where

Included in the figure are results obtained by Foster

(7.7) with a slot injecting at an angle normal to the mainflow.

He found that there was a long separation region downstream of

the slot which was ventilated via the ends of the jet, and

this seems to produce low levels of effectiveness. With a

closely spaced row of holes, the freestream is still able to

pass between the jets - thus destroying their structure and

giving higher values of effectiveness than the slot.

Data due to Pai & Whitelaw (7.8) are also included.

These data were obtained using a rearward facing step and, as

might be expected, the level of effectiveness is much higher

than for the hole data; however, far downstream the situation

is reversed and the holes give a slightly higher effectiveness,

probably due to the higher blowing rate.

Tpe data of Metzger and Fletcher (7.9) are also

presented in fig.7.l7. The hole spacings were small at 1.55

and 1.71 diameters and the angle of injection was 200• These

results are surprisingly lower than "those obtained in the

current research and no explanation can be offered (although it
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is interesting to note that the larger hole spacing gives the

higher effectiveness for up to 50 equivalent slot widths from

the holes).

Fig.7.l8 shows the results obtained at a velocity

ratio of 1.24. Here the largest hole spacing results an an

extremely low effectiveness, possibly because at this spacing

the holes are acting like single holes rather than a row.

Goldstein et al (7.10) noticed that for holes at 350 and at

large blowing rates, a single hole gave much lower levels of

effectiveness than a row at 3 diameter spacing. This they

attributed to the interaction of jets in a row.

Obviously the wider hole spacings give poor coverage

between the holes for a distance downstream, which increases

with the hole spacing; the results for the largest hole spac-

ing become two dimensional only after 70 diameters.

The centreline values reflect the trends in the

averaged results, except that (excluding the 1.25 spacing) the

centreline effectiveness close to the holes does not vary a

great deal with spacing, as one might expect.

It is interesting to note that results for the 3 dia-

meter spacing were taken at a different time from those of the

other hole. spacings. The fact that they fit so well into the

general pattern indicates the high level of repeatability of

the results.
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7.2 AngZed Injection

This section, covering the two angled injection geometries

of 350 and 550, 1'S b d' 'd d' hsu - 1V1 e 1n t e same manner as for the

normal injection.

7.2.1 The Effect of Velocity Ratio.

The feature of jet 'lift-off' noticed for the 900

injection is again apparent with the angled injection. In

fig.7.l9 the effectiveness falls very rapidly close to the

injection position, with rising yelocity ratio for an

injection angle of 350•

However, for the 900 case, the high velocity ratios

give the highest effectiveness by about 20 diameters down-

stream. In comparison, the maximum effectiveness at a

distance of 100 diameters downstream is produced by a

medium blowing rate for the 350 injection. It is as if

the jet never mixes fully with the mainstream, although the

surface measurements generally show a two-dimensional

picture by 70 diameters.

The 550 injection geometry shows a situation between

the 350 and 900 cases, with the maximum blowing rate

giving the maximum effectiveness at 35 diameters downstream.

The centreline effectiveness followed the same pattern

but the values were much higher than the spanwise averaged

values, implying low levels of e.ffectiveness between the

holes. This was indeed the case, as can be seen in fig.7.20

where a series of surface contours are presented for 350
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injection. They show clearly the large gradients of

effectiveness between the holes and, moving from top to

bottom with increasing velocity ratio, they show the low

effectiveness area caused by the 'lift off' moving down-

stream.

oIt is possible to compare the 35 angled results with

those of Goldstein et al (7.10), Liess (7.3) and Smith

(7.2) - fig.7.2l. The agreement with Goldstein et aI's

results is fair with the curves being of roughly the same

shape - excepting the one for unity blowing rate, which

strangely gives Goldstein et al their lowest effectiveness

downstream. The present results tend to give higher levels

of effectiveness (except at large blowing rates close to

the hole), but of course they were taken at a higher density

ratio and the comparison is not really valid, as previously

stated.

Comparison with Liess' results shows better agreement

in terms of the shape of the curves, but again his results

are lower for.a given value of blowing parameter. Comparing

with Smith at a similar momentum parameter, one finds a

great variation due in the main to the using of the mean

line, as described before.

The apparently low values of effectiveness me~sured

at large values of blowing rate close to the holes may be

the result of the other results·being too high due to an

imperfectly adiabatic walL Fig. 7.22a shows how for

inclined tubes there is a large temperature gradient across
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adiabatic wall

Fig.7.22 Sketch showing areas of possible heat flow in a
non-adiabatic wall
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the thin wedge of material between the cooling hole and the

top surface. The result may be that the surface is not at

the mainstream temperature and is cooling (or heating) the

boundary layer sub-layer.

The same may apply to the edges of the hole. As the

blowing rate is increased and the jet lifts off from the

surface, fig.7.22b, and the mainstream flows round and

beneath the jet, the cooled sub-layer will produce a lower

temperature on the surface over which it passes. This

would give rise to an effectiveness which is higher than

it should be. There is no way of testing this hypothesis,

but it does provide an explanation for this apparent

anomaly.

7.2.2 The Effect of Boundary Layer Thickness

The improvements in the level of effectiveness noted

with the 900 injection, as the boundary layer displacement

thickness w.as reduced, were observed again with the angled

injection, Fig.7 .23 --although in two places the trend was

reversed. The-variation in .the 550 injection case was always

an increase in effectiveness with a decrease in boundary

layer thickness.

In both cases the improvement decreased as the blowing

rate increased and was noticeable over the first 20 or so

diameters. Plotting the available points on Liess' (7.3)

figure - fig.7.24 - shows the variation of effectiveness

with boundary layer displacement thickness at X/D = 10 to
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be the same, although with a higher level of effectiveness

than Liess' data. However, at the other downstream

stations there is poor agreement, as ~n the current work

the effect was not noticeable beyond 20 diameters down-

stream.

7.2.3 Effect of Injection Angle

Fig.7.25 shows the effect that the injection angle has

on the spanwise averaged effectiveness. For the lowest
oblowing rate, the 35 injection gives the highest effect-

iveness for the first 50 diameters downstream, after which

the three angles give the same results. For the next

blowing rate, the 900 injection is.initially the best,

but is surpassed by the others at X/D = 7. the results

again being approximately the same after 50 diameters.

Once the blowing rate reaches 1.4 the 900 injection

is clearly the best, due to the exaggerated "lift off"

effect with the shallower angles. This is even more marked

at the max~mum blowing rate where the 350 injection never

approaches the levels of effectiveness of the other two

angles.

Included in fig.7.25 are data produced by Rastogi &
Whitelaw (7.11) with a row of holes in a rearward facing

step. The density ratio and blowing rate are comparable,

but the hole spacing was only two diameters. However

their case, which might be regarded as a 00 injection,ang1e

with discrete holes, gives significantly higher effective-

ness over the distances considered.
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Fig.7.26 demonstrates the "lift off" of the angled injec-

tion. The figure represents again a vertical plane 4.25

diameters downstream of the point of injection for the three

angles. The 350 injection has the highest peak concentration

of coolant at the lowest height above the surface. The 900

has the lowest concentration at the greatest height.

The next figure, 7.27, shows results for a vertical

traverse on the centreline 23.8 diameters downstream. Here,

the 350 injection still gives a definite maximum concentration

now at a height of 2.5 diameters. The 550 jet gives a maximum

at 2 diameters and the 900 jet a barely noticeable maximum at

I diameter above the surface.

This indicates that the shallow angled jet is still very

much a jet, but the 900 jet has been virtually destroyed as it

was deflected parallel to the mainstream. This might be

expected, as the shear forces on a normal jet would obviously

be much greater than for the shallow angled case.

The improvement in effectiveness notice~ far downstream

with the 900 jets, with an increase in blowing parameter will

only occur once the flow has become two-dimensional and the

mainstream is being entrained solely from above. This does not

occur for the angled jets until much further downstream.

Fig.7.26 also demonstrates that an angled jet does not

spread as rapidly in the lateral direction for reasons already

outlined. The effect of this is to reduce the cooling between

bhe holes. So, although at low blowing rates a shallow angle
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Fig.?26 Contours of constant injectant concentration at
XID • 4.25.K - 1.4 for: (a> 35Q; (b) 55°;
(c> 90° injection angle
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gives higher spanwise averaged effectiveness than a 900 jet,

it does so by raising the centreline value considerably and

reducing the value between the holes - giving rise to hot and

cold streaks ,coinciding with the spaces and holes' respectively,

and ~ontinuing some distance downstream. This effect can

actually be noticed in the patterns of discolouration down-

stream of a row of angled holes on a turbine blade.

Obviously at high blowing rates, the cooling between the

holes is even worse for an angled jet, but the gradients of

effectiveness are not so steep.

Fig.7.28 shows the velocity profiles, measured 60.6 dia-

meters downstream of the injection holes, for the three

injection angles. They are plotted on the basis of an equiva-

lent slot height and compared with the rearward step data of

Pai and Whitelaw (7.8). o 0The 35 and 55 curves are very

similar, but fall between the 900 injection and step data as

might be expected. The aerodynamic penalties incurred with

the different injection angles are discussed in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER 8 FURTHER DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The aim of this chapter is to consider the basic injection

geometry variations, namely hole spacing and injection angle,

from the point of view of a turbine blade designer.

===========

8.l General

Three simple and practical criteria for film cooling V1a

holes are considered: firstly the overall effectiveness in a

streamwise, as well as a spanwise direction; secondly, the

spanwise distribution of effectiveness; thirdly, the aerody-

namic penalties incurred by injecting into - and thus modifying

- the boundary layer.

8.2 Overall Effectiveness

A new effectiveness, calculated from the spanwise averaged

values, is used to evaluate the average effectiveness over a

surface. This is denoted by n and is defined as:

In =

This effectiveness was evaluated for varying hole spacing and

injection angle, for values of X/D of I to 25, 1 to 50 , I to 75

and I to 100.
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8.2.1 The Effect of Hole Spacing

The variation of the overall effectiveness with blowing

rate for differing hole spacings is presented in Fig.8.l.

The hole spacing of 1.25 diameters, of course, gives values

much higher than the other hole spacings. Excepting this

smallest spacing, the large values of blowing rates (say,

greater than 1.5) tend to give the highest levels of

effectiveness over the 1 - 100 diameters range, while the

lower blowing rates g1ve the highest values over the 1 - 25

diameter range.

Considering a single row of holes and assuming the

designer knows the mass flow rate of coolant, m , where

m = p.U.A
J J

where A nD2N= 4

and N is the number of holes in the single row for a fixed

blade length, Li' so that

N = L/S

then,

m =

If the pressure ratio across the cooling holes is known,

and assuming that the coefficient of discharge for the holes

is constant, then p.U.2 / p~U~2 can be calculated. This
J J

leaves Sand D' as the variables

and, D2/S = const. \
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Obviously, this is a grossly oversimplified picture;

however, using it to consider a crude example with a chosen

hole diameter of 2mm, a hole spacing of 5 diameters and a

distance downstream which the designer wishes to be cooled of

50mm (or, here, 25 diameters), fig.8.l shows n = 0.11. Now,

considering a hole diameter of lmm and, therefore, a hole

spacing of 2.5 and a distance downstream of 50 diameters, the

level of effectiveness is 0.155. In bol:'ft cases M cl'O

In other words, reducing the hol~ spacing and using

smaller holes has given a higher effectiveness. A study of

fig.B.l indicates that this is always the case. However, in

the limit as the hole spacing is reduced, a slot will be

formed which - as the work of Foster (B.l) shows - need not

give the optimum film cooling performance.

In practice there will be a minimum limit on hole size

and hole spacing, and a figure such as fig.8.l would be of

value in determining the average levels of effectiveness that

could be achieved with a given configuration. This would be

especially true if fig.8.lwere used with plots such as fig.B.2,

which shows the results for the 2.5 diameter spacing, where

distances downstream (other than the four used here) could be

easily read off.

B.2.2 The Effect of the Angle of Injection

The effect of the injection" angle on the streamwise

averaged effectiveness is shown in Fig.B.3. Here it can be

seen that for low values of blowi~g rate, less than 0.9, the
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0·25r-----r------r-r---r-------....
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M

. Fig. 8.3
..Variation of averaged effectiveness, n, with

injection angle and blowing parameter, M.
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350 injection angle gives the highest level of effective-

ness for every downstream case. However, as the blowing

rate increases to, say, 1.0, although the 900 injection is

best over the 1 - 25 diameter range, closely followed by

the 550 injection, the 350 injection is still the best over

the other distances.

At even higher values of blowing rate, the normal

injection is much superior to the other angles. So, the

350 injection offers a considerable gain in effectiveness

over the other two angles at low blowing rates and in the

range of 1 - 25 diameters. further downstream the advantage

is relatively small and may be outweighed by other factors

such as the effectiveness distribution. However, at large

values of blowing rate, normal injection is the best.

8.3 Distribution of Effeativeness

There is some difficulty here, as to what criteria one

should consider to give a picture of the distribution of the

effectiveness in a spanwise direction.

The designer is going to be interested in the minimum

effectiveness which occurs between the holes in a row, so that

local metal temperatures can be maintained at levels suitable

for the particular materials. Also, he is going to be

interested in the gradients' of effectiveness, so that large

temperature gradients leading to thermal fatigue'and cracking

can be eliminated.

To this end two criteria were chosen: firstly the

minimum effectiveness at x/n = 4.25, which generally occurred
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between the holes; and secondly, the ratio of the maX1mum

difference between a centreline value and minimum value at the

same X/D to the hole spac1ng,

v
n - n

1.e.
SID

which generally occurred at X/D = 4.25.

B.3.l The Effect of Hole Spacing

Fig.B.4a shows the minimum effectiveness plotted

against the blowing rate as the hole spacing is increased.

The minimum effectiveness obviously falls as the hole spac-

1ng increases. A hole spacing of larger than 3.75 diameters

is going to give a minimum effectiveness of little more

than 0.1 for a blowing rate as low as 0.5, making a larger

spacing than, say, 3.5 undesirable. This is the largest

spacing to give an effectiveness of 0.1 at a blowing rate

of 1.

Considering the effectiveness gradient between the

holes, fig.B.4b shows that the 1.25 spacing is again the

best arrangement and that the values increase as the hole

spacing increases. For the widest hole spacing, however,

there.does 'seem to be a slight improvement, but this is

due to the lower level of centreline effectiveness and the

fact that the minimum values reach zero effectiveness at

low blowing rates, thus not allowing any further

deterioration.
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8.3.2 The Effect of Angled Injection

Considering the same parameters as in the previous

section, Fig.8.Sa shows that 900 injection is a consider-

able improvement over both angled cases for the minimum

effectiveness criterion. For a blowing rate of 1.0,

the 900 inject~on gives a minimum effectiveness of 0.17

compared with 0.03 for 550 and 0.01 for 35° injection.

The effectiveness gradients plotted in fig.8.Sb again

,show the superiority of 900 injection, where the effect-

iveness gradient is half the value for 350 injection at a

blowing rate of unity.

For both criteria, the 550 injection shows little

improvement over the 350 case.

8.4 The AerodYnamic PenaZties

The increase in the boundary layer thickness which might

be expected from injecting fluid, usually at low velocity

ratios, into <the boundary layer is of interest to the designer.

Too large a boundary layer will impair the performance of the

blade by assisting flow separation and modifying the velocity

of the mainflow through the passages between the blades. Only

the variation of the injection angle is considered here, as

this was expected to have a major effect on the boundary layer

thickness resulting after injection.

8.4.1 The Effect of Injectant Angle

Figs.8.6 and 8.7 show' the complex way an which a jet
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modifies the boundary layer, and how the levels of injectant

concentration above the surface do not reflect the velocity

distribution.

For a distance downstream of 4.25 diameters, the minimum

velocity away from the surface occurs for the 900 injection

at a velocity ratio of 1.24 rather than 0.7. For the angled

cases the increase in velocity ratio gives rise to a peak

velocity above the mean velocity ratio, due to the velocity

distribution within the injection tubes. The figures show

that by 60.6 diameters downstream, a roughly uniform boundary

layer profile has been produced, and values of boundary layer

displacement and momentum thickness have been calculated at

this downstream position.

The surface concentrations for these velocity ratios

show the flow to be very nearly two-dimensional in nature at

this distance downstream.

The calculated values are shown in Table 8.1. The bound-

ary layer displacement thickness at the holes but without

injection was 0.16 diameters. Assuming that 0 */0 remains

constant and that 0~x4/5 , a displacement thickness at

X/D = 60.6 of 0.19 diameters could be expected in the absence

of injection.

Considering a blowing rate of 1.4 or velocity ratio of

0.7, the table shows that the 900 injection is the wor~t,

giving a displacement thickness of 0.47 diameters compared with

0.23 for the 350 case and 0.26 for the 5So case. All three
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AngZe BZowing o*/D a/D HS Rate M

90 1.4 0.47 0.55 0.85

90 2.48 0.53 0.77 0.69

55 1.4 0.26 0.35 0.74

55 2.48 0.02 0.31 0.06

35 1.4 0.23 0.31 0.73

35 2.48 -0.23 0.07 -3.3

TABLE 8.1 Boundary Layer Details at X/D = 60.6
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produce an increase in the displacement thickness compared

with the calculated result without blowing.

However, as the blowing rate increases to 2.48, with a

velocity ratio of 1.24, the situation for the 900 injection

worsens, with the boundary layer displacement thickness

increasing to 0.53 diameters; whilst for the 350 injection it

drops to -0.23 diameters - which means that the injectant is

increasing the momentum of the boundary layer above that of the

mainstream and actually reducing the displacement thickness.

The momentum thicknesses show the same trends.

The strange results,with the shape factor 'H' being less

than unity and the displacement thickness being negative in

one instance, are largely due to the considerable density

gradients present, especially with the shallow injection angle.

No results were taken for low blowing rates, but from the

results presented it would appear that at low blowing rates

the 900 injectant might not be any worse than, if as bad as,

the angled cases.

8.5 Summary

The Table 8.2 attempts to simplify the complex picture

which has emerged during the chapter with regard to the angle

of injection.

The numbers are in order of preferenceJi.e. 1 is the

best. No attempt was made to weight the rankings to give a

genuine optimisation as in different circumstances the varying
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35'" 550 900
CRITERION

M < Z M > Z M < Z M > Z M < Z M > Z

= 2n 1 - 25 1 3 2 3 1

= 1 3 2 3n 1 - 50 2 1

= 3n 1 - 75 1 2 2 3 1

= 1 3 2 3n 1 - 100 2 1

v 3 3 2 2 1 1tj

A V

n - n 3 3 2 2 1 1
s

Aerod. 1 1 2 2 3 3

TOTAL 11 19 14 14 17 9

TABLE 8.2 Summary of Injection Angle Comparisons
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criteria will assume differing degrees of importance -although

totals are included out of interest.
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CHAPTER 9 MODELS & CORRELATIONS

In this chapter some of the film cooling correlations

which have been proposed are tested against the data obtained

during this study, and a new correlation is suggested.

==========

9. l The Bulk Mixing Models

The basic form of this model, as proposed by Stol1ery and

E1-Ehwany (9.1), will not be considered here as it has the

serious limitation that the effectiveness close to the injec-

tion hole must be unity. However, it is interesting to compare

the experimental results with Kelly's modification to the two

dimensional model which was discussed in Chapter 2.

9.1.1 Kelly's Model

Smith (9.2) shows that for Kelly's modification to the

bulk mixing model:

n = 3.09 (D) (Xl + 4.1) - 0, 8
S

- _!_ (PjUjS2)-O.25
where Xl =

MS2 Jlco

Fig.9.1 shows results for two blowing rates, 0.48 and 1.4 •
•...

According to Kelly's model, the results from different hole
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spacings should collapse onto the same line for constant

values of blowing rate. However, this is only true for

the low blowing rate, and the data does not coincide with

the prediction.

The figure also shows the inability of this sort of

model to cope with the "lift off" phenomenon and it pre-

dicts an increase in effectiveness close to the injection

position as the blowing rate increases.

9.1.2 Smith's Model

In ref (9.2), Smith presents a correlation for slot data

which is based on the.bulk mixing model. He derives the

entrained mass flow rate, m to beent

ment
1= m. (::- - 1)

J n
• . . • •. (9. Z)

Defining an entrained mass flow rate per unit lateral

distance, me

m
m ent (9.2)= ..... --._ ...-e S

and . = p.U.lTD2/4 •m.
J J J

p .U.
Substituting into 9.Z and using M = _l_!

Pa,ua>

tite
P,x,u",

tit4e = •••••• (9.3)P U lTDa> a>
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For the current work, where p , U and D are constant,
00 00

ID ex: ME. {.: - I}.
e S n

Fig.9.2a shows that for M = 1, the correlation gives good

agreement for all but the smallest hole spacings. However,

fig.9.2b shows that this is not true when the blowing rate is

raised to 1.4. If the blowing rate is raised even further,

the entrainment appears to decrease as X/D increases. This,

as Smith pointed out, is because the model does not reflect

the physical situation.

This can be £.urther demonstrated by calculating the

entrained mass flow rate from the traverses, normal to the

surface, carried out in the present work.

If the mass flow rate in the boundary layer, m~,is

defined as:

= J~p U dy
o

and ~*p U =
00 00

=
s

p U ~ - I» U dy
00 00

o

= p U ~ - m.1'
00 00 u

then
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The entrained mass flow rate, m may be written:-ent'

ment = StillS - til.
J

= Sp U (IS - IS*) - m.m m J

from 9.2

• • • • •• (9. 4)

Re-arranging 9.3 and dividing into 9.4, the two different

methods of calculation being differentiated by the suffices

3 and 4, we have:

•• •••• (9.5)

For the case of 900 injection, with M = 1.4 at x/D = 60.61

and with three diameters hole spacing, tit 1m was found to be
e4 e3

1.6. If the assumptions (on which this and the other bulk

mixing models are based) were correct, the value should have

been unity.

It is interesting to note that the correlation does show

up any scatter in the results, especially at low values of

effectiveness, and any furthe~ collapse that could be obtained

using this correlation would enable effectivenesses to be
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calculated with some accuracy. However, the method is still

basically the same bulk mixing model and suffers from the same

limitations and deficiencies.

9.2 The Heat Sink ModeZ

The formulae given by Eriksen et al (9.3) were for

single hole injection. These were altered for injection

through a row of. holes using the superposition technique.

From Eriksen et al :-

= xl6e:-pD

cjl{x,Y, Z) MlfD
00

xl6e:-pD (-U D[(Y + Y )2 2J)exp <~ D 0 + (~) ••• (9.6)

MUD
00

where e:p is a turbulent diffusivity and Yo the height of the

sink above the surface.

If only surface values are considered Y = 0 and

~(X,O,Z) 2MU D
00= xl6e:-pD

For a row of holes at 3 diameter spacings the effectiveness on

the centreline (Y = 0, Z = 0) is given by superposition as:
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$(X,O,O) 2MU D
co

exp (- :::~ COr)=
Xl6e:-

pD

Xl6e:-
pD

UD
co ])

n = co

+L
n = 1

4MU D
co

x4e:-pD

This equation was then used to evaluate the values of e:
p

from the measured effectiveness. Variation of Y , to keepo

it close to the values encountered in the experiments, had

little effect on the value of e:obtained. However, if too
p

large a value were chosen, the iterative procedure necessary

to calculate e: could not be made to converge. For these
p

reasons a constant value for Y of 0.5 diameters was chosen.o

For low blowing rates e: was approximately constant
p

for varying distance downstream; however, for the large

blowing rate of 2.91 e: varied from approximately 3000 to
p

60 as X/D varied from 4 to 100. This means that the method of

Eriksen et a1, of taking an average value for e: , gives poor
p

results at high blowing rates - as, indeed, they noted.

The turbulent diffusivity was found to vary in a

consistent manner and could be approximated by :-

=
- O~56

30MIO (X/D)

The results obtained for the centreline effectiveness using

this calculated value of e: are shown in Fig.9.3, with valuesp

obtained using the average turbulent diffusivity included for
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comparison. Two blowing rates are considered, 1.04 and 2.91.

The effectiveness given by the lower blowing rate is slightly

better approximated by the average turbulent diffusivity of

Eriksen et al., but at the higher blowing rate the proposed

correlation gives a much improved result.

Unfortunately, the results away from the centreline were

in poor agreement with the experimental results, as observed

by Eriksen et al. Clearly the turbulent diffusivity is not

constant across the surface in the lateral direction either.

To overcome this difficulty Eriksen et al proposed a line

sink model and an attempt was made to apply a similar technique

to this model to obtain an empirical relationship for € •P
However, this had to be abandoned due to difficulties with

convergence of the iterative process.

Fig.9.4 compares the predicted temperature ratio distri-

bution normal to the surface with the measured injectant

concentration ratios. The model clearly fails to predict the

vertical distribution, especially close to the holes where

the situation is complex. Eriksen et al suggested that the

model be used to interpolate between sets of results from

which 'local' values of € can be calculated. Clearly, it is
p

of limited value in the absence of data.

9.3 Shaped Holes

As reported in Chapter 2, Goldstein et al (9.4) and

Smith (9.2) noticed that an improve~ent in effectiveness can

be obtained by using shaped rather than cylindrical holes.
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Goldstein et al found that their results with shaped holes

correlated better when plotted against MlR, fig.9.S, where

R is the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the hole, normal

to the axis of the tube, to the internal area at the entrance

to the tube. This implies, as one might expect, that the

improvement is due to the fact that the velocity of the

inj ec tan t is lower at the exit from a shaped hole than it is

with a plain hole, therefore giving a lower value of M at exit

than at entry to the tube.

This suggests that the data should, perhaps, be compared

on the basis of the exit and not the entrance diameter. As

the holes are not necessarily circular in cross-section, the

ratio 'R' can be used to give an equivalent exit diameter.

Therefore the hole spacing might be defined as et (DIj) and the

downstream distance as X/(DiR).

Figs. 9.6a, 9.6b and 9.6c, reproduced from reference 9.4

of Goldstein et aI, show the increased effectiveness with the

shaped hole~. Fig.9.6c shows shaped holes at 6 diameters

spacing at entrance and with S/(DfR) = 3.7S, which is there-

fore comparable with the cylindrical holes of fig.9.6a at 3

diameters spacing. The similarity of the two figures is

obvious, and the difference in effectiveness between the holes

between the two figures is of the same order as was noticed in

the present work for these hole spacings.

The centreline values of figs.9.6a and 9.6c are repro-

duced in fig.9.6d, plotted againstX/(DiR).
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o· r-~4T~--~~--~~~~----~
Tt

Fig.9.5 Centreline effectiveness. ft. as a

function of blowing parameter divided

by area ratio" MlR, from ref.9.4
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o cylindrical hole
C shaped hote. fj Vs.XItOJRJ
. 6 sha ed hole. f'i vs. X/D

20 40 60
.. X/D. X/(DIR)

Fig.9.6 (a), (b) and (c): lateral distribution of effectiveness
with injection through cylindrical and shaped holes

(d): couparison of'centreline effectiveness values from
(a),and (c) plotted against a function of downstream
distance
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The results close to the hole are approximately the same

(this was noticed for the centreline values at different hole

spacings), but further downstream the closer hole spacing

gives a higher effectiveness as would be expected.

Unfortunately, Smith does not present sufficient infor-

mation for a similar exercise to be carried out on his work.

However, scaling the results using the root of the area ratio

would appear to give good results with the shape of hole

proposed by Goldstein et al.

9.4 The J..F. Louis COTTeZation

As only the abstract has been read of Louis' paper,

which has yet to be printed, only brief comments are made

upon it here.

Louis (9.5) plots adiabatic effectiveness against

(

P' U.2
J J

P",,uco
Re-O•25 XID

where, here, ~ is the ratio of coolant to bulk mean

temperature •.

This implies initially that if the correlation results

in a single line for a row of holes, then for ,normal ~jection

where cosS = 0, the effectiveness is constant and independent

of the blowing parameter, distance downstream, etc.

The correlation also suggests that for the inclined
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injection geometries (cos2S)-1·35 x/n should provide some

collapse, of the data for the same blowing rate and mainstream

conditions. Fig.9.7 shows this not to be the case, although

the scatter in the figure presented in ref (9.5) covers in

some instances a range of effectiveness from 0.5 to 1.0.

9.5 SimpZe Jet ModeZs

The possibility of using the theoretical approach to

jet entrainment developed for jets in a co-flowing stream was

considered. Forsta11 and Shapiro (9.6) found that the velocity

profiles of the jets could be approximated by

u - u
00 1

= _ (1 + cos ;r )
2 rmu-u

00

where U is the velocity on the axis of the jet, r the distance

from the axis and r the distance at which the velocity is the
m

average of the peak and freestream velocities.

With a solid boundary, as in the current work, this is not

possible. When applied to the concentration profiles, the

result is as shown in fig.9.8. The surface exposed to the free-

stream, is approximated quite well by 'the curve. However,

beneath the jet there is no comparison at all. Further down-

stream the concentration profiles depart even further from the

curve.

This all implies that such a jet model is unlikely to work

for film cooling predictions.
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The results obtained in the present research show that

the height above the surface of the maximum injectant concen-

tration and maximum velocity did not co-incide - an effect also

observed by Ramsey (9.7). This underlines the difficulties in

an approach of the type just described.

9.6 The NottinghamCo~eZation

The majority of the experiments for the current work

were carried out on a normal injection geometry, and for this

reason the first attempts at finding a correlating parameter

for the data were aimed at the 900 injection case. The corre-

lations were arrived at empirically by consideration of the way

the various parameters affected the film cooling effectiveness.

9.6.1 Normal Injection

It was clear at the outset that it was useless to plot

n against a function of X/D; this would not take into

account the entirely different shapes of the graphs close

to the injection holes, which were produced by variation

of the blowing rate. This could only be done by dividing

the 'effectiveness by some function of the blowing rate.

The basic correlation for the normal injection, with a

hole spacing of three diameters, requires the plotting of:

- O'7X
(lOOn) 0:

Pj (~j)1'7
P 00 00

vs 10g10

The effectiveness is multiplied by 100 to produce a
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percentage which makes the final numbers positive.

Fig.9.9 shows that this serves to collapse data at

different density and velocity ratios for varying XID with a

hole spacing of three diameters.

The data can be approximated by the polynomial:

where A = B =

and Kl = 0.3209

K2 = 1.1003

K3 = -0.1554

K4 = 0.0118

Using this polynomial, one can calculate values of effective-

ness for differing density and velocity ratios at different

downstream distances. Comparing values calculated in this

manner with the equivalent experimental data gives a measure

of the usefulness and accuracy of the correlation. This exer-

cise was carried out and the result is presented in fig.9.l0

for two values tt velocity ratio and two values of density

ratio. Except for the very large blowing rate, where there is

a difference of 3% effectiveness, the calculated values follow

quite closely the experimental curves.
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The basic correlation outlined above was found to

collapse the data for any given hole spacing with normal

injection onto a single line. However, the lines for each

hole spacing were not congruent and the polynomial given

above applies only to a hole spacing of three diameters.

9.6.2 Hole Spacing

The basic correlation was extended to incorporate the

different hole spacings. Empirical methods were again

used, but the curves for the various hole spacings formed

a general pattern so that it was easy to collapse them

onto a single line. This was achieved by plotting

(
(€)1.6

vs. 10
810 ~ ~)3

_. 0·7 X (S)I.1
(lOOn) --D D

The result is shown in fig.9.ll. The scatter is more

marked here, with the largest blowing rate tending to fall

below the line at the wide hole spacings. However, the .

overall scatter is small and the data may be approximated

by:

where ,A = 10g10

- O·7 X (S) 1•1
(lOOn) 'D D
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and Kl = 1.0988

K2 = 3.0565

K3 = -1.1561

K4 = 0.2845

Values of effectiveness calculated from the equation are

presented in figs.9.12a and 9.12b with the experimental data.

There is the greatest discrepancy between the experimental

results and the results from the correlation at the highest

blowing rate, but in general the correlation results show the

levels of effectiveness and the trends, especially for the

ranges of values found in a turbine.

Included in fig.9.l1 is a line based on data obtained

by Rolls Royce. Again, a good collapse of the results was
,

obtained and, in fact, there was less scatter than was present

with the results from the current work. This is of particular

importance, as the results were obtained in a totally different

manner.

9.6.3 Angled Injection

When the results obtained with injection angles of 350 were

plotted on the same basis as the 90° data, there was poor

agreement, fig.9.l3. A correction for the angled injection was
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020

n

M
3·75194 O·53i1'03
3·7 1·95 1·24 2·42
5·0 1·93 0·53 1·03

=900

~

".f:I
W

Q.QO''-O--2..J.0-·----.L..O--....I6-0--S...0---10''-0.....J
4 X/D

O·25·~()---'-I----t---t

•
0·1

-- ..

0·OOOL---2.J..O--....J4~O-X-,-D~6~0~--:SO:::----::1-;::00:::--'

Fig.9.'/,2 Comparisons of predicted and experimental values
of spanwise averaged effectiveness, n, for
normal injection
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used which resulted in a correlation of the form:

- 0·7 X
(lOOn) D

p. (u. )1.7J....J..
.p u

00 00

+ (cos2S exp (-0.05 X/D) 0.85(M-0.82»)

vs
X 1·6
D

(~)'
The hole spacing terms were left out because data were only obtained

for the angled injection at three diameter hole spacings, and for a

nominal density ratio of 2. However, Afejuku, using the experimental

apparatus and data reduction techniques developed by the author, has

verified that the correlation does account for the differences in

effectiveness produced by density ratio variation in angled injection

cases.

Fig.9.l4 shows that this correction reduced the scatter for,
o 0both the 35 and 55 injection cases. However, when the results of

Liess (9.8) and Goldstein et al (9.9) were compared using the

correlation - figs.9.l5a and 9.l5b - although their results did not

lie on the same mean line as the data from the present series of

experiments, the correlation does still tend to collapse the data

and the angle correction is of some benefit, especially for Liess's

data.

The correlation clearly works better for normal injection,

but can be applied with care to the angled cases.

9.6.4 Lateral Variation of Effectiveness

A cosine type formula of the form:-
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n = n + (~ - n) (cos {~x 2n})

was found to approximate to the 900 injection lateral distribu-

tion of effectiveness as shown in fig.9.l6a. Results are

included in the figure where the difference between the minimum

and the centreline effectiveness was greater than 10% of the

centreline value.

The scatter is largely due to the small differences in

effectiveness involved. A 0.05 error in the effectiveness gives

rise to a change of up to 0.2 on the figure. When used to pre-

dict the distribution of effectiveness from centreline and span-

wise averaged values, it gives a good indication of the

effectiveness levels.

oFig.9.l6b shows the same technique used on the 35 angled

injection. In general, the results are not as good, but again

a fair idea of the effectiveness levels can be obtained.

9.7 Limitations of the MOdeZs

In order to compare the basic models and correlations

considered here, namely Kelly's modification to the bulk mixing

model, Eriksen's model (9.3) and the correlation proposed here,

it is useful to compare the ranges of parameters over which the

different methods will predict the effectiveness to within 0.1

and 0.05 absolute effectiveness of the experimental ~Qsults.

This is done in Table 9.1 which shows the new correlation to

be an improvement on the bulk mixing model, in that it holds good

for a greater range of hole spacings and blowing parameters, and

also takes into account angles of injection. It is an improvement

on Eriksen's method as it gives average values across a row of holes
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o (}5 1·0 1·5.2·0
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. .
~g.9.Z6 Comparison of the measured with the.pre-

dieted lateral distribution of effectiveness
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BULK MIXING MODEL NOTTINGHAM

SiD M Ran~e ot X/D Range ot X/D-

, 1.25 0.5 45 < X/D < 110 5 < X/D < 110
(25 < X/D < 110) (5 < X/D < 110)

1.0 40 < X/D < 110 5 <: X/D < 110
(10 < X/D < 110) (5 < X/D < 110)

1.4 75 < X/D < 110 5 < X/D < 110
(2S < X/D < 110) (S < X/D < 110)

2.4 - 5 < X/D < 30
- CS < X/D < 45)

2.S 0.5 SO < X/D < 110 S < X/D < 110
(S < X/D < 110) (S < X/D < 110)

1.0 SO < X/D .< 110 5 < X/D < 110
(20 < X/D < 110) (S < X/D < 110)

1.4 30 < X/D < 110 5 < X/D < 110
(10 < X/D < 110) (S < X/D < 110)

2.4 SO < X/D < 110 5 < X/D < 110
(25 < X/D < 110) (5 <.X/D < 110)

3.7S O.S S·< X/D < 110 10 < X/D < 110
(S < X/D :< 110) (5 < X/D < 110)

1.0 S < X/D < 110 S < X/D < 110
(S < X/D < 110) (5 < X/D < 110)

1.4 SO < X/D < 110 S < X/D < 110
(20 < X/D < 110) (S < X/D < 110)

2.4 80 < X/D < 110 30 < X/D < 110
(40 < X/D < 110) (5 < X/D < 110)

.

S.O 0.5 S < X/D < 110 10 < X/D < 110
(S < X/D < 110) (S < X/D < 110)

1.0 S < X/D < 110 S < X/D < 110
(S < X/D < 110) (5 < X/D < 110)

1.4 SO < X/D < 110 S < X/D < 110
(S < X/D < 110) (S < X/D < 110)

2.4 100 < X/D < 110 70 < X/D < 110
(40 < X/D < 110) (40 < X/D < 110)

Note: S < X/D < 110 are the limits of the experimental data

TABLE 9.1 Ranges of downstream ~istance over which the
models predict effectiveness to within O.OS
and 0.1 of the experimental results. (The 0.1
accuracy values are given in brackets)
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POINT SOURCE MOOEL
(ref.9.3)

S/D M Rana_e ot. X/D-

3 0.5 10 < X/O < 110
(5 < X/O < 110)

1.0 16 < X/O < 110
(10 < X/O < 110)

1.4 10 < X/O < 110
(10 < X/O < 110)

2.4 10 < X/O < 20
(7 < X/O < 60)

Note: 5 < X/O < 110 are the limits of the
experimental data

TABLE 9.1 continued •••
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and not just the centreline values; and, again, it can be used

over a wider range of parameters.

It must be pointed out, though, that the bulk mixing model

is a genuine, if imperfect, model - whereas the model of

Eriksen et al and the present correlation either had input from

the data or were based upon it. One might expect, therefore,

the better agreement from these two methods. However, the

table does show that the new correlation includes the change in

shape of the curves as the blowing rate varies.

The real value of the new correlation is that if it can be

shown to work on a wide range of data, then a set of data at

engine conditions could be condensed on to a series of lines

for different angles, or a single line if the angle correction

were' found to hold good. This would simplify the preliminary

design of a turbine blade film cooling system, allowing the

rapid comparison of different systems to be evaluated.
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSIONS

In this Chapter conclusions are drawn from the

discussion of the previous chapters.

============

w. Z. Injectant to Mainstream Density Ratio

The density ratio is an important parameter, largely

ignored to date, which must be reproduced in experimental

tests unless a correlating parameter is used which fully takes

it into account. Neither the blowing nor the momentum paramr

eters were satisfactory in this respect over the full range of

downstream distances (10.1).

W.2 Boundary Layer Di~zacement Thickness

A reduction in the boundary layer displacement thickness

was found to increase the effectiveness downstream of a row of

holes for approximately 20 diameters, but not due to a lower-

ing of the jet centreline height; rather to a rise in the

concentration of the injectant below the jet. The improvement

was noticed for a.I 1 ,geometries.

7,0.3 Pressure GPadientB

The favourable pressure gradients which were produced

over the injection holes were generally found to improve film

cooling performance close to the holes, but they had a

detrimental effect further downstream than about 20 diameters.
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The jets were found to remain tighter in structure in the

presence of a favourable pressure gradient, with less spread-

ing in the lateral direction.

to.4 H6ZeSpaaing

The conclusions drawn were that the best hole spacing

configuration resulted from the smallest practical holes

being placed as close as possible to one another. This not

only gave the best overall coverage over the full range of

downstream distances, but also prevented the occurrence of

very low values of effectiveness between the holes, and high

effectiveness gradients in a lateral direction.

W.5 AngZe of Injection.

Most of the preceding four conclusions were based on

data obtained from a row of holes normal to the mainstream,

but it would seem reasonable to assume that the same basic

conclusions will apply to angled injection as well.

The effect of the angle of injection itself was found

to be complex. In most situations the 350 case gave the best

results providing the blowing rate was less than unity. If

the blowing rate rose above this value, the normal injection

was superi~r to ,the angled geometries. The normal injection

was also judged the best geometry when the minimum effective-

ness and lateral effectiveness gradients were considered.

Injection at any angle tended to increase the boundary

layer displacement thickness far downstream of the injection
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position at low blowing rates. The shallow angled geometries

tended to decrease the boundary layer displacement thickness,

whilst the 900 injection added to it substantially at large
blowing rates.

lO.6 Correlations & Theories

The immediate future on· the theoretical side looks rather

bleak. The two-dimensional, so-called "bulk mixing" models

are of very limited value in the film cooling via holes situ-

ation. The three-dimensional heat sink model proposed by

Eriksenet al (10.2) may be used, as they suggested, to inter-

polate between known results; or the proposed relationship for

€ , the turbulent diffusivity, may be used. However, the
p

latter is only for centreline values and the model is of

dubious value away from the centreline.

The study of analytical solutions and models based on bhe

co-axial jet mixing seems unlikely to work, but a full analyti-

cal approach,using a finite element or finite difference

technique which does not make use of average properties across

the jets, may eventually produce useful film cooling predictions.

The current work has shown that any model must, if it is

to be successful, include the injection geometry (i.e. the hole

spacing and injection angle) and that if the region close to

the holes is of great interest, it must also include the bound-

ary layer thickness upstream of the injection point. The

pressure gradient effects were not so marked and could

probably be ignore~ initially.
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In the meantime, a correlation has been suggested for

normal injection from a single row of holes, whereby plotting

~(

X/D)1.6)(0.01S/D + 0·25)vs. 10g10
Pj (~j)3
P co 00

collapses data at differing density ratios, velocity ratios and

hole spacing onto a single line. The implication is that if a

set of results can be taken at turbine operating conditions of

mainstream Reynolds number, boundary layer thickness and

pressure gradient, then the correlation can be used to predict

results at other values of hole spacing, density ratio and

velocity ratio.

The lateral distribution of the effectiveness was found

to be approximated by

n =
- . zn + (fi - n) (cos {S x 2w})

ZO.? The ApeZicabiZity of the Current Work

It .is difficult to assess with any certainty whether the

results obtained during this research programme can be used

directly in turbine blade cooling calculations.

The mainstream Reynolds number, based on the hole

diameter, was approximately 4.5 x 103 at the injection position

which is within the range found on a turbine blade, and

although the pres~ure gradients employed were lower than in
• .~ dU f hepractice, the acce1erat10n parameters, 00, were 0 t

~ dX
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right order. The velocity and density ratios used covered the

ranges used in practice.

The boundary layer displacement thicknesses were rather

large, with the minimum being 0.16 diameters compared with a

typical value of 0.05 diameters; however, (as was shown by

the traverses downstream of the injection holes), the effect

of injecting into a boundary layer is generally to increase the

boundary layer displacement thickness. This means that a

second or third row of holes may see boundary layers of

similar thickness to those used here. A low level of free-

stream turbulence was used, but Launder and York (10.3) found

that this was a relatively unimportant parameter.

Turning to the injection geometry, the ranges of the

main parameters (the injection angle and hole spacing)'which are

encountered on a blade have been well covered. The injection

holes, however, were considerably longer than on a blade, but

Goldstein et al (10.4) found this to have neither a b~neficial

nor an adverse effect on the effectiveness. Finally, a flat

surface was used rather than the curved surface of a typical

blade: again, one would not expect this to produce any gross

variation in effectiveness.

Most of the main parameters would appear to have been

within the ranges encountered on a blade and perhaps the data

may be used in its present form. Should this subsequently be

proved wrong (perhaps by tests on a blade in situ), then the
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present work will still be of value in comparing the different

parameters.

ZO.8 FinaZ ConcZusion

Normal injection should be considered as a serious

alternative to the more usual angled injection, if blade

fatigue lives are to be extended; for, although it does not

give the same high levels of effectiveness on the centreline,

neither does it give the extremely low levels of effectiveness

between the holes that are present with angled injection. Also,

the roles should be as small and as close together as is

practicable.

ZO.9 Rsaorrmendations for Further Work

The apparatus and experimental techniques developed at

Nottingham lend themselves to detailed jet studies and density

variation tests. The ease with which configurations can be

altered also permits the study of different injection geometries.

The experimental research here is to continue by studying the

effect of density ratio on angled injection to verify the
oobservations made for the 90 injection. Following this, the

effect of one row of holes on another in a two row system is to

be studied by varying the spacing between the rows.

Other work beyond the scope of the Nottingham apparatus.

includes the effects of curvature on film cooling.

Shaped holes seem to offer improvements, provided a simple

and reliable manufacturing technique can be produced, and
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further data to verify or otherwise the ideas on shaped holes

presented here would be interesting.

The lateral injection,initially suggested by Goldstein

et al (10.5» which showed promise ought to be investigated

further in the context of a row of such holes, perhaps

providing the basis for a two row system.

The effect of varying the hole spacing for angled

injection could be investigated, as could the effect of the

pressure gradients on the same geometry. There is also a

possible need for work on stronger pressure gradients, perhaps

only over a short downstream distance.

Finally, this work has not shown whether the Reynolds

number based on the hole diameter is of great importance: work

on this - using the same techniques as used here, to maintain

the ratio of boundary layer displacement thickness to hole

diameter over the injection position constant, with varying

mainstream velocity and hole diameter - would be of value.

Further work using the apparatus described in this work

will, in conjunction with the present work, increase the

knowledge about film cooling and perhaps help to produce a

further rise in gas turbine inlet temperatures and a more

efficient jet engine.

=====0000000=-&==
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The TWo-Dimensionality of the Flow
and Repeatability of the Results

Velocity traverses normal to the surface were carried

out on the centreline and at 115 mm on either side of the

centreline, level with the injection point. The resulting

velocity profiles are reproduced in fig.Al.l The three curves

are almost identical, indicating that the flow is two-

dimensional in nature.

Non two-dimensional flow effects would probably have

been more noticeable close to the surface, where the higher

levels of shear can lead to flow separation and flow rever-

sals. Fig.Al.2 shows typical contours of effectiveness with

the contours being symmetrical about the centreline and about

a line between the holes, indicating again that the flow is

hasically two-dimensional.

As stated in the main text, difficulties were encountered

with the 1.25 diameter hole spacing, as results taken down-

stream of holes other than the centreline hole were found to

differ from the centrelin~ values- in some instances within

15 diameters downstream. The details of these runs are to be

found in Series 440 in Appendix 5. It can clearly be seen how

the mainstream was being entrained from the side, lowering

the effectiveness. and how this effect moved in towards the

centreline as X/D increased.
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The number of holes in the row was increased from 15

to 21 without much improvement, but when the sidewalls were

included, they overcame the problem and the measurements were

repeated (Series 520).

The three diameter hole spacing results were taken

separately from the other hole spacings and the fact that

they fit in so well to the general pattern does, as has

already been stated, indicate that the results were repeatable.

The repeatability of the results was checked on several

occasions, but the traverses above the surface provide the

best example as they were usually taken several days after the

main surface results. In general, there is good agreement

between the surface measurements taken at the two different

times and the effectivenesses rarely differed by more than

0.02.

There was some difference measured in effectiveness from

one injection hole to another, but the same hole was always

used for any particular injection plate as the centreline hole

- thus eliminating this source of error, except in comparisons

involving different.injection plates. However, the difference

in effectiveness from hole .to hole was usually no more than

0.03. (See Runs 480, 483).
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APPENDIX 2

CaZibration of Orifice PZates

The flow rates of Freon 12 and air were individually

metered using orifice plates with corner taps. The orifice

sizes were calculated using B.S.l042 (A2.l), but due to the

low flow rates, it was not possible to meet the minimum

recommended pipe dimensions. The pipe bore was l4mm - much

less than the minimum 5Omm; likewise,the orifices were smaller

than the minimum of 6 mm.

As a result of this, the orifice plates had to be

calibrated. This was done using a revolving drum type·gas

meter. The final results did not quite agree with the predic-

ted values (fig.A2.l), the difference being about 8%.

Fdur orifice plates were made and calibrated, two for

each line. They were changed depending upon the flow rate

required.

===0000000===
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APPENDIX 3

Calibration and Use of the Katharometel'

The use of a single wire in the katharometer meant that

it had to be calibrated every time it was used. To speed up

the calibration, correlations between the indicated voltage

and the properties of the mixtures (calculated as in Heat

Transfer - A3.l) of the two gases were considered, assuming

that the heat loss from the wire would approximate that from a

horizontal cylinder.

Unfortunately this was not entirely successful, but a

correlation was found whereby plotting:

vs log V2

gave a line with only slight curvature. Two straight lines

were used to approximate to this curve, as shown in fig.A3.l.

One line runs from 0% to 10% by volume of Freon 12 and the
p2C____p comprises those values in a
Ilk

product of the Grashof and,Prandt1 numbers which vary with

second from 10% to 100%.

" .
changing Freon 12 concentration.

Various methods,were considered for making up the mix-

ture of known composition to be used in the calibration,

including partial pressures as used by Rastogi and Whitelaw

(A3.2) and volume measurement using Orsat apparatus. However,
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both methods were too slow and the Freon 12, being so dense,

very rapidly started to separate out. Finally, a 50cc medical

syringe was chosen. This gave the required resolution, was

quick and easy to use and the small inlet ensured good turbu-
lent mixing.

At the beginning and end of a series of tests, the

syringe was used to make samples against which the katharometer

was calibrated. Freon 12 concentrations of 0, 10 and 100% by

volume were always used plus one other - usually 30%. From

these values, the two straight lines could be calculated.

p2c
A polynomial expression was derived to relate 10g10 ~

jlk

to the mass fraction of Freon 12, so that once the straight

lines had been calculated from the calibration and values of
p2C

10g10 ~ obtained, the mass fractions of Freon 12 andjlk

eventually the effectiveness could be calculated.

The calibration and effectiveness calculations were

contained in a computer programme. The programme required

inputs of the percentage by volume of Freon 12 in the ca1ibra-

tion mi.xtures; the corresponding indicated vol tages and the

voltages measured during the tests~ The output included the

values of Freon 12 mass concentration and effectiveness. The

voltages were measured to 0.01 volts which, in general, corre-

sponded to 0.005 on the effectiveness with a density ratio of

two.
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The velocity of samples drawn through the base of the

working section was very low; about 8 x 10-3m/sec• Baker and

Launder (A3.3) found that the effectiveness increased as they

lowered the velocity in the sampling holes (sampling for Freon

12 in air) until the velocity in the tubes was down to approx-

imately lm/s, which was 3% of the mainstream velocity. The

sampling velocity in the current work was approximately 0.3%

of the mainstream value and no variations in the measured

values of'effectiveness were observed with variation in

samp ling rate.

===0000000===
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APPENDIX 4

Iso-Kinetic Sampling

Initially, it was hoped that samples taken above the

plate could be drawn in through a probe at the correct flow

rate for the katharometer, i.e. at a much lower velocity than

the mainstream velocity. The assumption was that although the

flow would spill around the tube, a sample would be taken from

a streamline coincident with the centre of the orifice.

However, it was noticed during commissioning tests above

the surface using an ordinary probe, that the value of

injectant concentration varied with the rate of flow into the

probe.

In an attempt to establish the reason for this, an

experiment was carried out in which the tubes from the inject-

ant supply manifold were disconnected from the injection plate

and connected to a series of radial tubes leading into a pipe,

fig.A4~1. The sampling probe was placed at the exit of this

pipe and the concentration of Freon 12 in the flow was

measured.

It was fo~nd that this measured value could not be made

to change by varying the flow velocity through the probe,

while keeping the flow through the katharometer constant by

using the by-pass system described in Chapter 4.
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The conclusion reached was that the flow out of the pipe

was a homogeneous mixture, whilst the flow downstream of the

row of holes would be far from homogeneous.

If the flow rate is less than iso-kinetic, then pockets

of high density injectant (with higher .momentum than the

surrounding air) would tend to gain entrance to the probe,

whilst the air is diverted around the outside. Conversely, if

the flow rate is above the iso-kinetic rate, then air is

drawn in from around the probe and the denser injectant

carries straight on past. This is illustrated in fig.A4.2.

The hypothesis outlined above would mean that at lower

flow rates a higher concentration of injectant would be found

than at the higher flow rates; this was indeed the case.

Although the above could not be proved, it was decided

to draw samples in at an iso-kinetic flow rate, so that the

disturbance to the flow would be minimised. Description of

the probe and methods used are included in Chapters 4 and 6.

===0000000===
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APPENDIX 5

The Experimental, Data

This Appendix contains the experimental data obtained

during the experimental programme. The conditions for each

series of tests are given in Table AS.l.

Table AS.2 gives the effectiveness expressed as a

percentage for individual runs and the injectant concentra-

tions for the traverses above the surface. Where velocity

measurements were taken during the vertical traverses, these

are also included.

The values of blowing rate, density ratio, mainstream

and injectant velocities (which are in m/sec) are also given.

As experience grew in obtaining the results, some

lateral positions were missed out far downstream, although for

each downstream distance there are nearly always two or more

values of effectiveness. This explains the blanks in some of

the tables, e.g. Run 160.

===0000000=.==
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s AplX u_ u./u pip· AbowRUN N08. 6"ID H [)gg. SID NI,,(llm m/880 J ..
P!Jn.

1-19 0.32 1.24 90 3 -2.47 le 103 30.5 0.25 - 1.48 1.5 - 4.26
40-56 0.33 1.26 90 3 -3.24 le 101 30.5 0.25 - 1.48 1.5 - 4.26
60-99 0.63 1.32 90 3 -9.96 le 101 30.5 0.25 - 1.48 1.5 - 4.26
100-109 0.24 1.25 90 3 -4.13 le 101 30.5 0.25 - 1.24 2.0 - ;J.O "120-132 0.13 1.35 90 3 -9.84 le 10l 25.9 0.25 - 1.48 1.5 - 4.26
140-146 0.13 1.35 90 3 -9.84 le 103 25.9 0.20 - 1.24 2.0, 3 0 "160-167 0.16 2.43 90 3 -4.73 le 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.48 2.0
lSO-184 0.16 2.43 90 3 -4.73 le 101 25.9 0.25 - 1. 24 2.0 "2OD-207 0.27 1.58 90 3 +8.47 le 102 25.9 0.25 - 1.48 2.0
220-221 0.27 1.58 90 3 +8.47 le 102 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 "240-247 0.26 1.62 90 3 -3.71 le 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.48 2.0
260-2"1 0.26 1.62 90 3 -3.71 le 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 "~'

280-283 0.26 1.62 35 3 -3.71 le 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0
300-301 0.26 1.62 35 3 -3.71 le 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 "320-323 0.26 1.62 SS 3 -3.71 x 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0
340-)41 0.26 1.62 55 3 -3.71 le 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 "360-363 0.16 2.40 55 3 -4.27 x 101 25.9 0.2S - 1.24 2.0
380-381 0.16 2.40 SS 3 -4.27 le 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 "400-403 0.16 2.40 35 3 -4.27 le 10: 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0
420-421 0.16 2.40 35 3 -4.27 le 101 25.9 0.7, 1.24 2.0 "~
440-443 0.16 2.40 90 1.25 -4.27 le 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0
460-463 0.16 2.40 90 2.50 -4.27 le 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

480-483 0.16 2.40 90 3.75 -4.27 le 101 25.9 0.'2S- 1.24 2.0

SOD-S03 0.16 2.40 90 S.OO -4.27 x 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

S20-523 0.16 2.40 90 1.25 -4.27 x 101 25.9 0.25 - 1.24 2.0

Note8: Ci) H·
BOUNDARY LAYER DISPLACEMENT THICK.'I1!SS' (6*)

BOUNDARY LAYER I«lHENTUM THICKNESS (8)

(H) In the final col..... a " indicates that .... ur.-
ment. were tsken via the probe above the te. t
aurface.

TABLEAS.l DetaU. of Hain Taat Par_tera for .ach Seri.a
of Runa in Tabl. M.2



TABLE A5.2

Tables of effectiveness and injectant concentration
(expressed as percentages) and velocity ratio: for
the overall conditions outlined in Table 5.1.
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